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ABSTRACT
. Presented is the.second in'a series of?formative

evalUation reports which summarizes student abilities and performance
in field tests of Meand My Environment,, a 3-year life science ",',,.;
curriculum for 137 to,1-year-oldieduceble mentally handicapped (EMH)
adolescents. Discussed are the purpose and interpretation of student
data for judging a curriculum. Described in relation to development i.

of test items for the first field test year are, aspects such as item
format 'analysis. Functional abilities of students are considered in
relation to intelligence and achievement tests, teacher rating'of
students, probiem so ving, cognitive development, grouping, and

i
.prerequislte Wowled e. Extilained are differences in performance seen
in results of regres ion' nalysis and differences in performance

e'among classs. Student performance is analyied for the
.

and map reading, measurement' gnd scali,° temperatur, and 1

environmental subtests in Unit I; and for the energy, food chains and
webs, food energy, weight and temperature, graphing, and categorizing
subteSts in unit II. Results ate given whih.slow that performanCe on
25 items in. Unit I was not as thigh as expected; that students in, one
fourth of the classes showed marked gains on posttests, that one
tshird of\students in nine classes were successful, on at, leist one
subtest, and that,performance on 19 items in,I.Unit,II was moderate

,2_.---(one-tiri-rd.of students in six classes perforMed succassfully on at
least one subtest)..ConSiderable re'vidion.of both units'is.foreseen.
Also, findings are given tp imdtcate that ihd4vidual intelligence
tests explain little of...the variance in student performance; whereas
problem solving and teacher rating do explain the variance., (MC) i
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" THE;PoitiTEXT:fol3 THIS REPORT .

ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT ri three -year

sciences prograrn4veloped specifically for 13- to 16- year -old

educable mentally handicapped IEMHI..45ilildren. Its develop:
meet and assessment, the actual materials and their use in the
classroom, the approaches to datecollectioil arid the student

. outcomes wilL all be sue jecis for study. These evaluative
activities' might best be viewed in the context of the four and
one,,ialf year timeline. for the developrhent, testing, and final

""- commercial release of ME AND MY ENVIRO*NMENT; In, 44

order to make this curriculum available to special educators
as soon as posSible, the fiild.trials overlap so that'pomplete
field tests Of the materials kre acetinplitned in three years.

The following table shows the major stages in the devel-
opmerif and evaluation of ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT .

and working titles of coirekportdieg interim reports which
are anticipated:

it

MAJOR STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT
' AND FORMATIVE EVALUATION OF ."

ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT

-
-

CURRENT AND ANTICIPATED EVALUATION REPORTS. .

4

.

0. Development of Experimental Materiel.; Units 1.1V, .

(June-October 1971) -

1. ..,ontent Analysis of Experimental Materials
(November 1971-June 1972)

21 First Field Test
(November 1971-May 1974)

3. First Revision of Units I and II; Refinement of Units
I and IV developmenN of Units V and VIR ,'

4.
(June- September 1972) .

,

. Second Field Test.

(November 1972-May 1974)

5. Content Analysis of First Revision Materials
.1. 4

(December 1972-June 1973)

6. Second Revision of Uniti I and 11 for
Com\mertialPublicatiti. ,

, (February 1973Jantiary,1974) '
7. First Revision of Units III, and IV; Refinement of

Units V and VI
(June- August1973 /

8. Second Revision of Units III and IV for
Commecia; ,ublication
(Februar\, 19:4-January 1975) 1"

9. First RAision of Unit V Or Commercial Publication
IFebruary 1975-June 1975) .

0. Plans for Formative E ialuat ion
(Evaluation Isitik BSCS NEWSLETTER 46, Feb ary 1972)

.
1. Arrangl'hg Field Tests:, Charkieristics of Sites d Student

(Interim Evaluation Report 1-June 19731

2. Assetsing Student Abilities and Performanc: Year 1
-1Interirn Evaluation Report 2-December 1973)

. .
3. Fltv'ews, IR evisions, and Data Collection Procedures

(Anticipated publication-March 1974) 4

.

4. The Second ilteear: Assessing Student Ab.lities and
.

performanqe (Anticipatedpublication-May 1974)

/ i5. .. Assessing Revised Materials:Special Studies
(Anticipated publication-August 19741

6. The Third Year: Assessing Student Success
(Anticipated publication-October 1974)

7.-The Formative Evaluation of ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT:
A Synthesis of Findings

.

(AnticiriSted publication of final report-December 1974)
..

...-------

The materials in the ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT
programtonsint of a series of Teacher's Manuals with suggested
teaching strategies for three years of daily science instruction.
A kit of all equipment and supplies not ordinarily available in'
a special education classroom is an integral part of the pro-
glair and instruction. The materials do not inClude a student
text, as the program is designed around stddent conducted

, activities supported, by a variety of multi.-sensory, and media
instructional ,materials. Some of these, in addition to science
equipmeht in the kit, include Slides, cassette tapes, individual
student worksheets, games, posters, wall charts, 'illustrated
booklets, and evaluation materials. The program 'makes use
of a 35mm slide projcctor ind,an overhead projector; active
student involvemehti.with a Polaroid Camera and a cassette
tape recorder is also being field tested.

The, serious reader of this report will likely have
.

reviewed, or have access to the Teacher's Manuals to ME
AND MY ENVIRONMENT. Therefore, information on the
objectives, science .52ntent, and skill development of (he
curriculum will not be described kere. (Refer to the front
material in any unit of the Manual "for this information..)
The current project and its evaluatjon are based upon,
several.years experience in developing and field testing ME
NOW, a life science curriculum for 1 1 - to 13-year-old EMH

ght/tildrerni The ME NOW program and the first year of ME
AND MY ENVIRONMENT are available comAtercially
from Hubbard Scientific.,ComPany, Northbrook, Illinois,2
Several evaluation reports are available on these programs.

1ME NOW, LIFE SCIENCES: A 'SPECIAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM, Biological Sciences CurricuIum Study, 1912.

2 HublGrd Scientific Company, 2855 Shermer Road, North-
brook, Illinois,' 60062.
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A SUMMARY OF THE SIGNIFICANT .

FINDINGS TO DATE
formative Evaluation Report I served
four purpos s:

..41. It defied the function of evalu-
tiqn 'n curriculum development
andI:14zresented the evaluation de-
sign r the developinent of ME
AND MYENVIRONMENT,
It described the criteria and proce
dures for selecting field test partici-
pants, ., , ' ..".,

It presented data On the actual
composition and characteristics of
sites and of the students who parti-
cipated. in the first yeir's field
trials. ,4 4

4, It reviewed the placeglent of sty
dents in this sample of special 'Wu-.
cation classes and drew upon teach-
er descriptions, to portray more
fully the variety TO young peodle
and instructional problems found
in these classes. - .

In Formative Evaluation Report 2 the
following purposes are served:

'the collection atd interpretation
(of student data is placed within the
context of the overall evaluation
design..
Procedures for development of test

,items are described and studies of
'special problems are reported.

3. The development of instruments to
assess functional abilities of stu-
dents is reported, and results for
the`field test group are presented.

. Student perforrnince relied to
instruction in the two units field-
tested is reported.

5 A statistical analysis offlifferences
in performance related to a numbir
of variables; is presented.

The following represents a summary of
the significant findings contained ip
these two reports.

a

identifting the EMH Student

An analysis of the field test popula-
tion revealed that over one third of the
students in the special education classes

, studied had greatly outdated intelli-
.gence test scores. Another third 6f these
students, based on teacher reports, were
placed in these classes for reasons other
than evidence of retardation -.The
appropriate placement of 42 percent cf
the test population could be questioned
when one took into consideration ten-

, tative evidence of errors in measure-
ment of intellectual functioning cou.
pled with placement. of students in .

these classes for reasons other than
retardation-`At the same time one notes
these problems, it must be poipted out
that districts, and teachers seemed to
have operated with the best of inters-
tions in placing students in these special
classes,'at least in many cases. Descrip-

f tions of students supplied by teachers
\of these field test classes revealed a wide
range of educational and behavioral
problemsPlacement in te 'special
education classes may well verepre-
sented the'best available programming
for die children involved, given existent
funding and legal definitions of these
classes. However, the consequences for
the children' involved are extensive not
only in the stigma of being labeled re-
tarded liut also in the widening educa-
tional gap created by their segregation
from children and from the rep-, --
tar curriculum (see Interim Report No.
1 for supportirigslata).

Findings in the present report
added further concern over the method
of identifying EMH children. The indi-
vidual intelligence test total score
appeared to explain little of, the vari-
ance in performance of students on the
life sciences curriculum materiali. This

'finding held for both of the units of in-
struction taught during the first field-
test year. Almost half of the variance in
student performance on these materials
was eiplained by a few items assessing
problem solving (an aspect of cognitive

developmental level) and teacher rat-

, ings of students' ability to follow direc-
tions or, work with their hands, It thus,
appears warranted to explore other
ways of grouping, and even-other crite-
ria for placing children in special educa-
t io n classes. The relationship of
problem-solving abilities to perfor-
mance in 'other subject areas also
warrants exploration.



Student Understanding of Science
Concepts

This report provides the first re-
sults of measures. of understanting of` .
selected science coriceiRi included in
the ME AND MV ENVIRONMENT
materials. For this reason the same cau-
tion h in order that wt's made in the first
reporting of results on scierxe by the
National Assessment project: "The re-
porting of theriesults for the first time
in any subject area Will not provide a
measure of the progress of learning of
:he population assessed. The first re-
porting in a given subject provides
'bench-mark data' against which the
results of later assessments in that sub-
jet can,be compared."' The approach
to reporting results used herein is simi-
lar to that used by National Assessment.
Student responses to individual items

'ire shown. Although the efficacy of the
curriculuCri must be judged by results
from tests of the evised materials, the
general levels of s- ess in ten science
areas assessed in th first test are sum-
marized here.

'National Assessment of Education;
Progress. Report. I. 1969-197 0'
Science: National Results, July 1970,
page x.

-Subtest 1. Directionality .EA Map
Reading. At least half of the students
had a rudimentary grasp of direction,
but far fewer could deal with the rela-

.tionships among landmarks on a map.
About half of the students, appeared to
have a knowledge of compassdirection;
an Undetstanding felt to be essential in
this area of instruction. The standard of
80 percent successful had been set by
the staff as a necessarytlevel tojudge the
instruction acceptable; therefore, con-
siderable revision of the materials has
gccurred, the -level of complexity has
(been reduced, and elemental knowledge
k
of left-right is being emphasized.

Subtest 2. Measurement and Smile.
Rat6er than assess directly the stud.ents'

'ability to measure thingi,.this subtest
was intended to discover whether thin
had some idea of appropriate units of
measure and an approximate concept of
feet as-a unit of measore. Only about a

third of the students could successfully
deal with these ideas after-instruction.
Included in this subtestf also, were. .

items on the concept of scale : that is,
) approximate representatio is to scale.
1; Less than a thitd of the students were

successful with these 1 "t ems. On review-
ing the materials, the taff eliminated
the content on sc.ale ashaving little rele- *.
vance for this popul ion of students.
A4,,` ctivities on the use the ruler were-
revised to, begin on a-much more ele
mental level. Uwe practice in measur-.,
i ng end estimating Short distances id
feet and inches was provided. Amini-

. mum standard wat set for the second
field test: 50 percent of the students
should be able to use a ruler to measure
short distances accurately.

Subtest 3. Temperature. This subtest
dealt with ability to read the tempera-
ture on a picture of a thermometer. It
also involved an awareness of variations
in temperature in the environment, and
the concept thatedark -colored things ab-
sorb more heat than light-colored
things. Performance co individual items
was surprisingly high, ranging from 65
to 75,percent: Understanding offthe
group of items, however,"was consider-
elaly lower. Review of the materials
resulted in the' develOpment, of four
activities on temOerature were one
originally existed, and the provision of
many new opportunities fbc students

,to measure temperatures. The-concept -
of heat absorOtion has been deleted
fiom the materials,

.
Subtest 4. Environmental. ComrSari=.
ions: This group of items assessed
understandings central to the curricu%
I um materials, although some of the
items required going beyond what was
included in instruction.Of a total of ten
Items, most reflected a low level of cor-
rect responses on the pratest and:
marked gains in correct Jesponses on
the posttest. From half to three fourths
of the students made correct responses
to individual items...op the posttest. To
remedy some weaknesses in the mate-
rials revealed by these items, the revised
materials contain a great many more
opportunities for categorizing, observe,
ing, and cOlnparing things. Changes
were made in the sequence of instruc-
tion relating to the concepts of living-
nonlivingand life needs. `'.",

The preceding four-subtests were
designed foi- Unit.) of the expe4imental
materials. The 'remaining six Were,
designed for Unit It-

Subtest 5. Energy. Between 85 and 90
percent of the students had some under-
standing of the concept that energy is
required to do work. From half to two
thirds understood that food is the
body's source of energy. About 40 per-,
cent of the students could predict at
which given temperature a liquid could
do more work. Two other concepts
Ohich were not a part of direct ifistruc..,
tion were assessed a realization that
things contain stored energy and the
recognition that living things ultimately
get their energy from the sun. Less thah
a fifth of the stude4ats'understood these
ideas. In review, the last two concept
were judged peripheral to the major
thrust of the unit and were riot develT.

,oped in the materials. Revisions for the-
other concepts involved breaking activi-
ties into snialler steps, providing more
experience with forms of energy, and
inserting practical applications of ener-
gy gy co n cipts. A game vvas developed
dealing with balanced diets and daily
food and energy requirements.



Subtest 6. Food Chains and Webs. Half
of the; studeNts recognized the term
food web as the1orrect Ube* for the
interrelationships among a pictured
group of living things, but less than a
lifit .o1 the students could correcily
connect a series of pictures to indicate a
food chain. For this reason, many
changes and additions to the materials
were made, resulting in activities deal;
ing with what various anithals eat, a revi-
sion of a food chain game, a picture
booklet dealing with interrelationships
among plants and animals, and a series
of eight review activities in a later unit.

Subtest 7. Food Energy. About half of
the studbits had some understanding of
the idea that all living things ultimately ..
depend on plants as,their source of
food. Less than half of the students
grasped the concejlt that plants make
their own food from sunlight and non-

. living materials. To develop these con-
cepts more, ully, the sequence of activi-
ties in the materials was changed and
some of the plant experiments were
considerably revised.

Subtest 8. Weight and Temperature. As -
in Unit I, a few items Were used in Unit
11 to assess students' understanding of
measurement cor.cepts. About two
thirds of the students understood howa
balance wce-k, and 43 percent of the
students recognized 70° as an appro-
priate room temperature. However.
only one third of the students had an
understanding of both concepts. In re-
vising the materials, the staff decided to
recommend an inexpensive corhmercial
balance and turn the 'time-spent con-
structing balances to using them.
H4nce, more time could be spent read-
ing and operating the balance to meas
ure the weights of different thing's..
Knowledge of an- appropriate room
temperaturetwas not an item-of direct
instruction; it ,was assunied that stu
dents would have worked sufficiently
with thermometers during Unit 11 to
have an awareness of the significance of
different temperature levels. Revisions
in Unit 1 havebeen made to develop the
awareness+ that point, rather than in

trait II. In file revised VI aterialt the bal-
ance is also introduced in Unit I.

. a . .
Subtest 9. Graphufg. While several items
had been constructed to assess a stu-
dent's understanding of graphing,
defects in some of the items reeced the
usable number to one assessing the
student's ability, to recognize thercor-
red graphing of three pieces of +Ica-,

' tion. Sixty percent of the stude re
able to select the correct graph. Because ,,

graphs are utilized in various activities
* in the materials to-summarize and com-
pare data, it was felt necessary to devote
time to the concept of graphing. A new

.
activity was developed which provides
pre ctiee in graphing and in reading
grapheof various kinds. In addition, the
activities which use graphs were ex-
panded to provide more emphasis on
the process of grap'hing itself

Subtest 10. Categorizing. This subtest
?;consisted of two items that involved not
'':einly the procest of grouping things but

an understanding 'of specific subject -
natter co.ncepts. One item assesse
whether cnildren_reCognized seeds as
living things. The other involved corn -'

. parison of/various menus in order to
.1select a balanced meal. About half of

*, ,he students were successful on these
two , items. In the revised materials an
activity was created in Unit lwhich caps
for students to grow plants from seeds
and to maintain pietas inlhe classroom.
To further develop the Concept of a bal-
anced meal, the "Full- and Healthy"
game was created or Unit II.' gi

In summary, performance asmeas.
ured by425 items related to Unit I of ME
AND MY ENVIRONMENT was not as
high as the project staff felt was neces-
sary to judge the materials effective.
Encouragingly, however, evidences of
learning were found in gains from pre-
to posttest results on some of the fterns
In about one f ourth of the classes
marked gains were shown, and in nine
of the field test dasses one third or /

more of the students were highly suc-
cessful on at least one of the four sub-
tests. Tile extenshiAevision of Unit 1
should result in an increase' in the num-;
ber of, students understanding the con-
certs considered to be most central.

Performance as measurV3y the 19
items related to Unit 11 of MD MY
ENVIRONMENT r was moderate. In six
of the,classes one third or more of the
students were highly, succe ful on at
least one of the subtests. onsiderable
revision of Unit II materials should re-
suit in both a higher level of success and
a greaternumber of students experienc-
ing success.
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STUDENT DATA

JUDGING A CURRICULUM
CI What is"the v4e of iven curri-

culum? Can its effiiacy and vimpatkbe
captured on the first trial by student
responses to 8 few dozen multiple
choice items (which are also used fok
the first time)? We think not. Ourricu-

.lum development has progressed be-
yond the "one-shots rocket" material
fires at an entire globe of a Caret witI
no in-couise corrections in- aim add no
good idea of whire it will leici if it
ht t the target at all.

Bye,t he time the ME AND MY
ENVIRONMENT curriculum is
launched commercially, it will have had
many "course cOlections," The final
revision will barelif resemble the first '
model, a portion of whose testing is re-
ported in these pages. -

The value of ME AND MY ENV!:
RONMENT will .be judged eventually
by many things:

the feelings of teachers using the
materfals

--the response and involvement of
children

--the understandings students ex-
press in interviews

the skills students are able to dem-
onstrate or learn

--the judgment of , ixperts in the
fields of science and special educe-
tion who review the content

the performance of students on
test items.

1,*
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FArmative versus Stimulative
Evaluaiion

. .Currieulum evatuatiOn akthe Biolo-
gical Sciences Curriculum Study is
viewed as an integral pea of the devel-
opmental process to produce new curd-
cula. The data that serve this purpose
must often be gathered in haste and uti I:
ized before all the results can be ana-
lnad.i This is because the raison'd'etre
of a curriculum study is' to ma4e
able rapidly its new curricula to schools.
Once a product is it can then be
assessed in a variety of ways and by a
variety of interest groups..

There are many purposes one' could
wistiea single evaluation to serve. It
would be,desirable to biable to judge
the ultimate worth of a program and
document.the irnpactthat the program
has on students during the tire the pro-
'gram is being created, first used, and;
refineelt is understandable that many
audiences legislators.researchers,
reviewers are itnpatient lor such data
It is also not surprising that-the func
titans of formative and surnmativeevalu- ,
atlon are often confused these are
new concepts, as is much of the theoret-
ical structure of the evaluation field.

.However, the primary audience fg
formative evaluation is the developer,
whose purpose, must be to produce
viable first pioduct. Before summativi
judgments of worth and assessment of
out...Imes can be made, the existence of
a replicable treatment must be estab-
lished. It is the curriculum developer
who is uniquely responsible for Pro-
viding the data which show that an iden-
t if ia tile' program can be successfully
installed and operated in a variety ojr'
settings 'This ,investigation becomes,
formative evaluation when the devel-
oper not only t provides this evidence of
a reliable tkeatment, but identifies
defects and weaknesses and then motif-
fies the program to produce the most
viable treatment possible. Such is the'
charge tokswhich the present evaluation
design for,the EMH life sciences mate
rials is directed:It is in thli context that
data on student abilities and perfor-
mance in me first year of field testing of
ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT are
being reported.

Assessing Student Learning
.

Many kinds of evidence are being
collected that inlbrm us of student

'learning and abilities. Sources of infor-
mation include teethes judgments on
each actjvity, observers' notes from the
fulltiMe obiervation of icience instruc
tion in four classrooms, interviews of a /
rindOm sample of students, and scores'
from test items and'performance tesks.
At this point in the foti-year process of

development and evaluation, these data
are tentative and inconclusive. They are"
fragmented by source and are being
reported.es the results of each compo-
neA are processed, rather than being
synthesized into a total picture. S9ch a
synthesis would be Premature:

The bulk of this repott describes
the use of over eighty paperand-pencil
test items. These items include ques-
tions exploring the background infor.
melon and experiences of 13- to 16-

students, their range of perfor-
manCe in dertain general abil ities such es
grouping, measuring, etc., and their
understanding of information pi:aide
by instruction. It is easy to put too
much trust in scores that can be statisti-
cally analyzed. The reader should bei
cautioned that the data based on stu-
dent responsel are quite tentative:
These test items have been used for the
first time. New item formats have been
tried. Among the instructional items

.sonie areas of the curriculum are not
adequately represented. The validity
and appropriateness of some of the
items awstill being explored.' (

.
What practical value dots the

t
reporting of,this first round of results
have ?These data serve a number of pur-
poses in spite of the limitations and cau-
tions noted. Several findings may have
far-reaching implications for the whole
field of special education: Some of the
vises to which the data have been put in-
dude: II
1. Verification of assumptions regard-

ing the backei6Und information
and skills whir' :, .tudents in this age
range possess. .

. Explorition of the relationship of
general abilities and characteristics
of this population to success with
this curriculum.
Investigation of the range of diffi-
culty and pomplexity of tasks to
which this population can respond. 4

. Analysis of student abilities and
performance class by class todeter-
mine if significant differences in
achievement exist.

. Assessment of student understand-
ing of selec!ed concepts and
sequenceiof instruction.
FOIL) ast use these data provide a

"bench Mar " against' which the Eesults
from further revisions can be measured.
All of these interpretations directly in-
form the developer of the curriculum.
Judgments ,are possible as to whether
curriculum activities begin at the right
level and involve tasks in which students
can be successful.

Returning to the rocket analogy,
these results have rnoreblearly defined
the landing site the target popular
tion. Revisions have been initiated to
correct the thrust and directionbf the
materials, The curriculum is aimed at a
moving target. Obtaining a "fix" on its
position at this point in time has pro-
vided a reference'Spoint for future
checks on the rate and degree of move-
rnent of students. Other in-flight"
course corrections have also occurred.
Interim Evaluation Report 1 provided
an initial analysis of the field test popu-
lation. Content analysis by specialists
resulted in mocpfications of the "pay-
load." Teacher feedback and staff
review also contributed to a number of
specific revisions. These are docu-
mented in Int im Evaluatio n fteport 3.
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1 THE

DEVELOPMENT

OF TEST

ITEMS

Itefils Created for the First Field-
Test Year

Theo two units of ME AND .MY
ENVIRONMpIT field tested fpr the
first time du ring the 1971-72 school

. .
year were then called Unit I and' nit II
(Part 1). The latter has now been modi-
fied to appear later in the curriculum
sequence as Unit III..

As a, part of field testing the 47
activities in these two units, a total of
83 paper-and-pencil items were created
and administered to students. Just as a .
new curriculum must be tested, so must
assessment items and procedures. This
article describes low' studies which
examine problems in using written
items for evaluation. Succeeding arti
cies report results for items retained.

In considering the items to be
developed, attention was directed not
'only-to -assessing concepts included, in
instruction, but also to evaluating/the
abilities and knowledge of the stlients
at this point in their developMent/The
items were written and tried out, and
after, careful study of the 'Validity and
functioning of each item, 18,were
judged delectiveand eliminated from
further analysis. Of the remaining 65,
two thirds (44 items?, assessed various'
areas' of instruction and were grouped
into ten subtests. One third (21 items)
assessed four dimensions of functional
ability related to the maturation, cogni-
tive de.elopment, and experience of
students.

Precedents for Grcup Testing of.
,EMH Children

Trying to assess the understanding
and knowledge pi"educable mentally,
handicapped children presents many
problems. First of all, some of the chil-

'dren are non-reader's. Thosb who can
read, encounter much difficulty with
some kinds of reading tasks. Fpr exam
ple,- some of the children have a great
deal of trouble following directions.
For another example, some havediffi-
culty making decisions based on more
than two' variables. Many to most of the
children have difficulty expressing
themselves verbally, especially if this
response must be written.Nevertheless,
the peed existed to assess individuals
and grdups of students fig their.under-
standing of the instructional niaterials
being prepared.

Ea Flier" during thetdevelopm. ent
ielt, testing of ME NOW" (the

BSCS life sciences curriculum for 11-to
13-year-old educable mentally handi-
capped children) much effort was
expended in derlopirig paper-and-
pencil test items which might meaning-
fully-assess student understanding. "t
length it was demonstrated that these,
children coyld respond eppropriately to
Your choices in multiple choice test
items which contained a reinimem
count of written material, A pictorial
oigraphic fpriat was used in most of
there items.IThe required response was
to mark 'a particular picture or portion
of a picture 13r to mark a word or shod
phrase. In that field test each student

*Available cot fimerciaily froth Hubbard.
Scientific Company, 2855\Shermer
Road; Northbrook, Illinois 6006g.

\

t
was provided with' abooklet containing .-

the test iterns. To ensure that the stu-
dents were always together.on the right
item, a 35mm slide of the item was pro-
jected. The teacher then re vd the entire ,

item to the students and gave them time
to respond. Hence, reading probleas
were minimizeq, the students were kept
in the right place, and the teacher could
check to see that students were follow,
ing the directions and marking the items
appropriately. As a result, information'
was'obtained from students in 0-otip
testing 'situations that required only t
about 45 minutes per test booklet to`
administer.

Among the things demonstrated
was that students could respond mean-
ingfully to this format and did enjoy the
testing situaton. They were Ole to
attend to the questions for the 30-to-50
minute, time period necessary for them -
to respond to about 30items relating to
a unit of instruction."
-,, The first year of/field testing for
ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT built
upon this method of assessing itUdent
performance. A large number of multi-

' ple choice, paper-and-pencil test items
were developed and tried out (during

t the.1971-72 school year). These items
or'ere grouped into booklets of. ques-
rions which were administered before
and after eacts of the two units of
instruction tested. Since audifferent age
gruup of children (with respeCt to those
in the ME NOW trials) was involv.ed,
they represented in many, ways a hew
population. Therefore, in the first year
of field testing an explaration was made
to determine the ability of these stu-'
dents respond to a variety of item
formats and to several cuing procedures
.for keeping their pliace during adminis-
tration of the items.

,

"For a full report see the following:
,James Robinson11. and Richprd R.

Tolman. A Form ive Ev;luption of
ME NOW, Unit I, Digestion and Cir:
culation. Boulder. Bses,September
1970.97 pp. (ED 043182).

Richard R. TOIrpan. A Formative Eval-
uation of ME NOW, Life Sciences for',
the Educable 'Mentally Handicapped.
ticulder: BSCS, December 1972,305
PP. (ED 071263);



Item Format Analysis
.
Thirty two questions in booklet

farm were administered to the first
field-teit §rot.lp in November 1971 and
again. i Maki 1972. Selven Item for-
mats Are included. An analysis of
r nses yielded the following results.

One responi. (marked directly on
drawings): Ten items of the type
inlicated by the following example
were used.

AN EVERINNT wITH Oh SUDS

A NAS A TEST Tuff vilrx mot of TIC USN Itis
/SO'S.

ILL nr HATER AND TX MATER IIVEL AFTER THE KW HIRE

A X MUT. 94Rx out X co YOUR C.VICF

Appropriateness of response mis
ve'y high. Only one to five percent
of the students made no iresponse
to one or more of these ite -Only
one to five per4nt marked m

,than one response on any item,
except for items 17 and 29, which
drew 2fr percent and 10 percent
multiple responses respectively.
These two items were fa( more
abstract and difficult than the
other items and received the lowest
riurnber of correct :responses,

. I napPropriate responses dropped .
, ,

to two tb three percent for most of
" the items on the posttest

t
this for-

Mat wesAudged to be understand-
able to EMH children in the 13 to
16-year-old age range. '

. One response (requiring 13asitional
mark on drawings): Four items of
the type shown in the ear
were used.

B.
ICU IS A PICTURE OF A SHOPNING AREA.

The appropriateness of fesponse
was moderately highs OA six to
13 percent of the students made no
respOnse to these items. From two
to eight parcent marked multiple
responses. These percentages
remained at similar levels on the
posttest. The items assessed ability
to comprehend and follow direc-
tions in order to place the mark in
the appropriate position for a ow-.
rest response. Psychomotor prob-
lems related to the ability to posi-
tion a response accurately did not
appear to be a factor in this task.

, While the format itself did "hot
appear to present problems; these
items may have tended.to be more
difficult than a listing of options
from which to chooie. The format
Was judged to be understanclable to
the target population.

3. One response (one word phrase, or:
' numeral option); Students showed

la high degree of, appropriate
response to the eleven.items using

this format:One example follows:

16.
DELON IS A PORTION OF NI TDMO PAP.

BOISE

"'a s
Kim

HON FAR IS IT, BETNIF_EN CALNEIL MD SOISET

NARK AN X ON ram CHOICE.

Fa ,7"js 130 rigs 1 1-571.7:1a 11.0"'711

in most cases no more than one to
.\ttrree percept of the students were

nonrespondents or.marked more
than one answer. This format was
judged to be understandable to 13-
to 16-yeariold EMH children.
One response (story problems with/
short responsei): The 'six items
of this tVpe, have appeared to be
among the more discriminating
(biserial correlations with total test
w ere laigher than for any other
items). Yet students encountered
little difficulty "in responding
appropriately (see examp:e):

14.
NIGER PUNNED SEVERAL COATI SEEDS IR no POTS OF GU SOU.

ANHATEPED OH POTS WITH INE GNIE NeXT OF itATER EYCfii DM.

HE PUT ONE POT NEAR THE HIM NO THE OTHER POT IN A DARK

[MEI. BOTH POTS HAD PLINTH OF FRESH Alt. AMID TWA. IN k

ko HEW TIC PLANTS NEAR THE WDZION GREW VERY TALL. BUT THE ,

JIMIS IN THE -CLOSET ALL HEX 'NERDY AND DYING.

HAM AR A Cm NI THING THAT HAS NOT IHE SML FOR BINI POTS ,

I AI' L SOIL 1
HATER [ 'LlGHT

5.

-,

Multiple responses or no respiinse
occurred in two to nine percent of
the cases on these items_A similar-
level of inappropriate responses
occurred on the posttest, A/Pattern
of; increased multiple response to
items which immediately followed'
others requiring a multiple re-
sponse accounts for most of the
inappropriate respopses..This for
mat*Was judged rceeptable for.use
with. 13- to. 16-year-old EMH chil-
dren.
Multiple responses. (one word and
picture options): On the four items

. exemplified/ by the reprinted item
below, the percentage of students'
who marked a simile response was

.rPspectively one, four, eight, and
13 percent. On the posttest this
level dropped to one percent on
threeltems and f:ve percent on the
fourth item. From one to three per.'
cent 'of the students' made nu)

, response to these items. Thus this
format seems appropriate, to use
with this population.

Ade ,

ItORX M X RR EACH THING THAT IS A PART tk, YOUR (Immoral

rarSAGE-1 FLOWER]SMOKE'

PEOPLE

LWATER 1

L9.oups .

ETRA. r TREES I, Fran

NOS

Ira
[was 1 FritTsiD ,

,

Before the appearance, of the first.
multipre response item, no more
than two to three children marked
more than one reiponse per item.
On the items:immediately follow-
ing multiple response items, eight -

to 12 children ' (seven to ten per-
cent ),inarked multiple
responses and the 'same five
children, accounted for mostl the
perseveration of this multiple
response set. Only two other items
in the ,324tem booklet received
multiple' arkings:,While response

Jet may have contributed;it seems
likely that the difficulty and
unusual format cf these two items
were the

,v

major cause of multiple
responses. It therefore was ;:bn-
eluded that EMH children in the
13-to 16-year-old age range could
handle a coMbinetion of formats
including multiple response. /

(Continued) ,



Itarn FormatAlysis (Continued)
1 6.. Multiple response (open-ended'

questions ,requiring written re:
sponses): Fr...r each of.these three.
ittms..three to four words or short
phrases were required to be written
in as the example indicates.

pictures into two groups. However,
from one fourth to one third of-the
students prodUteeho apparent''
gr6upings and were unable to pro-
vide labels or descriptions. Ina few

a
cases when labels were present.
they referred to the top picture in
each pile, This'result nresult does not
Imply inappropriate forrrtat any
more than it reflects the difficulty
of.the task. On the posttest, after
some experiences in classifying

things, the incidence of no appar-
ent groups and no labels' dropped
to 1 to g percent, suggesting that
use, of performance tasks with brief
written responses, while difficult,
is not inappropriate for this popu-
lation of studehts. Care should be
takeri to choose tasks whiCh have
application to activities students'
might be called upon to perform.

IDATE NAME

*The level of no response was four
to eight percint, which was consid-
ered -ta be quite low. This dropped
to one to two percent on the post-

** test. From fOur to six percent of
the respo rises were incorrect or
undecipherable. Two or more
answer's to 'these questions -were
Produced by 57 to 78 pei-cent of I
the students. Performance on the

-items was much higher than
expected, and increased to 67 to 89
percent after instruction. However;
this format does appear:to penalize
some students and reqdire careful
monitoring by the teacher to assure
that responses are actually record-
ed for those students who cannot
get their, answers into written form.
In light of these considerations, a
written multiple response is a less
appropriate format for this popula-
tion than the other formats tested.
PerfOrmante 'task and written

,respomse. Two items ,required stu-
denks to sort fendrawings into two
iroups and name the groups or
ascribe them. (See at right.)
hese grouping task% represented a

rn.tkch cliff& ant format and order of
test item. The items were manipu-
lative, applicational, trid repre

. sented a more direct approachto
assessing categorizing ability than a
multrisoicetormat permitted.
In bo cases, the children did.fol-
low the directi separate the

.

NAME YOUR GROUPS

ONE GROUP iiliq GROUP

Task A:

Him Pictures of
Anjmals

Task B:

Eve' Pictures of
Pollution Scenes.

Task A:

(NAME),

THESE PICTURES ARE ALL IN

ONE GROUP BECAUSE

NAME)

THESE PICTURES ARE ALL IN'

ONE GROUP BECAUSE
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Student Understanding of Items

Things are not always what they
seem and test items are no exception
to th;s truism. Students Mey interpret
i terns An totally unexpected ways, or
not know the' meanings of key words.
Hence the items may not be an accurate
indication of student ability or under
standing at all. To the degree that this
may occur, the results either become
nonsense or must be carefully qbalified
when interpreted. Thus it is critical to
investigate the valicliThj, the meaningful-
ness, of items.

In the field Vests, item validity was
explored several ways: by interviewing
students, by examining' response pat-
terns, and by, reviewing the item con-
tent in light of instruction and program
objectives. Hindsight is sometimes bet-
ter than foresight, and in review, a few
items ware judged to involve informa-
tion that was trivial or peripheral to the
main thrust of the curriculum. These
items were dropped from the analysis.
Several other items proved to contain
complex elements ofhich,interfered
with the assessment of the intended

-concept. For example, the following
item the students simply could not deal
with the graph.

S

C

18.
hilt mr. 6404 tONIAA1u111 1410 4 O Wirt

14.113 LAW MC A saw wan" ntnt 4 1 son csn.
44 Ism a. (4 sow 10! Is 14 SOF 40 t 124

- ,tMC21Nil148Ttreturnt
MUD fa Tit T94t PM. 4 tif lutLOIS
Maw Tye ne wts li na wen. an
TOLL IS tir 411114, .24 Wt. ni 401. I FM. 4114

wa At au nus Deirt.

1 wad 111 Prn 1 MT

Some unknown defect in the item
resulted in the erroneous indicetiop
that most students understobd a rather
difficult concept prior to instruction:

Some items contained technical de-
fects in art or wordings.which cached
their elimination. The tn versions of
the following item are examples:.

11.
VW OM X ph Tot BOY IMO 11 PROBABLY COOLEST.

1144 OA/

4100 1.14 00PP6 Tht 4141.111114 Of 14 SWF um,

MACH 1a MO 0010

I 5

4

a
In a few cases, an item appeared

straightforward and dealt with concepts
that' required instruction; puzzlingly,
however, most students could answer
the item before instruction, on the pre-
test. An example follows.

The "first version used the term "cool-
est," which hat several connotations.
The boys are also doing different things,
which led to responses for reasons other
than the understanding intended to be
assessed. The second version Made the
boys mirror imagesof each other, and
the qv Lion was changed as shown. Of
the 47 students interviewed regarding
this second versiokalmost 75 percent'
marked the correct response. However,'
40 percent of those who answered cor-
rectly did not have any idea of thircon-
ceP that white reflects heat, nor any
memory of a science activity related to
this. Thus, the item still'provided an
overestimate of the number of students
understanding the concept. A more
accurate estimate would be that 47
percent of the ,group,iarripled grwed
the idea.

Student interviews have, provided
by far the most -useful verification of
items. About one fourth of the itenit
reported herein were investigated in ti's
way. For example, after the posttestirig
for each unit of instruction,/ over half'
the students in the four Colorado test
classes were *ra ndomly selected for
interviewing. Altogether, over 80 per -
c fit of these students were interviewed
about some of the items.

The outcomes of item. interviews
ere discussed in later articles, wt:ere
results the item are presented. In
some cases, substantial validation was
obtained, as in the use of the "conserva-
tion" item reported under Cognitive
Development in the article entitled
"Functidna:, Abilities." In other cases,
items required qualification of results in
light of thpdegree of guessing or misun-
derstanding that was evident. In several
cases, the interviews revealed factors
influencing student learning.which
would have gone unrecognized. (Exam-
ples are reported for Item 25 in Subtest
1 and Item 16 in Subtest 2 in the article
"Assessing Student Performance.") As
a result, the curriculum has been
revised to deal with these 'hues. .

1

Cues to the Right Question

. When ability to read and write is in
question, the use of grdup-administered
tests is limited..How can one be sure the

"student is on the right page and marking
an answer to the question being read?

In the ME NOW curriculum, the
format used to resolve these problems
was 35 rnm slides. A slide was made of
each item, and each slide was presented
on the screen as the teacher read the
item to the students. The studentS
matched the item on the screen to the
same item in their booklets and thus
kept their place in tilt', booklets. his
procedure seemed to work quite!.611.

While the procedure seemed effec -'
tive,it was also expensive. A study was,
undertaken to determine whether two
less costly procedures fOr presemting the
test items might work as well as the slide
procedure, for items to be used with ME
AND MY ENVIRONMENT.

(Continued)
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Cues toehe Right Question (Contiritred)
a. In thie first of these proceduees, the

items were prepared in test booklets
with only one item per page. Tht
booklets were 8% X 11 inches, and
each page was clearly numbered.*
Each item was read to the class, and
after the students had' resfronded
they were told, "Turn the'page. You
should now be at the page that has
the number X at the top."
This procedure was based or the
assumption that the. EMI-I child, age
13 to 16, can follow this kind of in-
struction and can read numerals as
large as 99.

b. In the second procedure, the items
were again prepared in test booklets
with only one item per page. The
booklets were 8% X 11 inches. The
pages of the booklet were of colored

paper, with five different colors
arranged in a rdbeating sequence;
e.g., white, pink, green, yellow, blue,
white, pink, etc. Each item wairead
to the class, and after the students
had "responded they were told,
"Turn the page. You should now be
atthe (color) page."
This procedure was based on the,
assumption that the EMH child, age
13 to 16 years old, can follow this
kind of instruction and can recog-
nize the colors used.

c. A third proceuure used 35 nnm slides
of each item in conjunction with test
booklets having one item per page as
in a and b preceding. This was essen-
tially the procedure used with the
ME NOW tests. The paperwas white
and each item was numbered. A

,numbered item was read to the class
while shown on the screen. After the
class had responded they would be
told, "Turn the page. The page that

r is .showing s,hould look like, Mist is
on the screen." The next slide would

be displayed simultaneoudy.
Four ,..I;:ssrooms were used for the.

study. The basic design was intended to
be repeated measures using posttest.
Only (no pretest administered). The '
design follows with procedures labeled
a (number) b (color), c (slides).

TABLE 1
,elniended Design for Cuing Study

Ir Classroom
4 Unit Test 1 ' 2 - 3 " 4

a'

b

b-

s' a

a correhted "t" test was done for each
Bass between the means of Test 1 and2
for the class. This required that the anal....
ysis be done only for those students
who took both tests. it also required
that both tests be transformed to a com-
mon scale. Thir tatter was accomillished
by transforming the scores to a distribu-
tion with a mean of 50 and a standard
deviation of 10.

Table 3 (below) shows the con
verted score results and "t" values.

Though there is some dependenci
on the "t" tests (a high converted mean
score its okne group would force some
lowering of 'means in the other groups),
there is a consistent pattern for the
means of the-slide procedure to be
lower than the meaniof the other pro-
cedures.,The difference was significant
at the .05 level for Class 1 alid nearly so,
for Class 4.

The study is not conclusive. A bal. .

anced research design, as originally
intended, could not be used, and the
results, to the extentthat they ,can be
interpreted, apply only to the use -of
massed items requiring about an hour to
administer:For a smaller number of
items, the,effects of slide use on fOcus-
ing attention or arousing interest are
not known.'While further study is need-
ed, the results do bring into question
the necessity for in:ng slidesin testing;
especj. Ily in view of their added cost.

at might account for the indi
cated nature of the results? One possi-
ble expiration might be that seeing an

item twice on a slide and on the print-
ed page Was a partial distractor from

. full attention to the item in either for-
mat. In all cases, however, each iter I
was read twice and ample time was
allowed for all to respond. As the
opportunity arises, the use of slides for
test items will be studied further.

liutfirstthreetmittestscif the curricu-

lum were to have been used for the

*study. Each classrooin would have used
,one-Of the formats with each test.

betAs the field test prV,s_essed, it
ecame evident that only tw&bnits of

instruction could be completed in the
year. The design that was implemented
was as follows:

?ABLE 2
Desigri far Cuing Study as Implemented

Classroom
unit lest '1 2 3

a b
11 c a -,, b b

.

A classroom observer monitored
each test No class oeindrvid-
ual difficulties were noted as more pre-
iraleni, or as unique, to a specific
procedure, Test instructions far all
classes were administered by the same
BSCS staff member, to reduce possible
teacher influence. Four practice items
were'used to acquaint the class with the
testing procedure at the beginning of
each test.

But because two, not three, units
' of instruction were completed, the StO
dents were not 'exposed, to all condi-
tions, and an analysis of results could
not utilize analysis of variance. Instead,

TABLE '3'
Standardized Scores and "t" ue s for Cuing Study

sroom

3 (n.10)

sl ides
v 49./

s = 9.6

color
52.7

s x'11.5

4' (nv13)'

slides
50.0

v 10.9

color'
55.4

s

A "V value greater than + 2.09 tfo + 2.26 is likely tgoccur by chance only one time in twenty andpropably represents
real (stgnificant) differences..



Continued Use of Test Items

The use of pre- and posttesting in a
formal achievement-testing framework
has provided considerable information,
as the next several articles indicate.
However, it provided a minimum of
specific information to writers who -,re

'`revising the materials, because only a
'small number of items were tied to
individual -.activities, with most linked
to broader sequences of instruction..
The items were extremely costly to
develop and time: consuming to ana-
lyze, and results were incomplete at the
time revision took place. hi addition,
the results were not'available in time to
be of help to the field-test teachers and
thus were of ne real value in planning
and checking onInstruction. Therefore,
havilog obtained data or baseline infor
;nation on the students and their func-
tional abilities. in the first year of field
testing, the staff planned a somewhat,
different approach in order to obtain
perforniance data in the second year
of field testing.

Hence, during the spring of 1972, a
number of additions and revisions were
made to the Teacher"Wanual of Unit ll
to incorporate situational tasks and
minitests which would prniide imme-
diate evidence of student understanding
that would be usef 61 for the teachers in
planning instruction or review. These
short evaluation sequences were also
useful to the project staff in analyzing
the performance of activities and

making plans for revision. The pilot test
of this approach was judged successful,
and it was substituted for the pre-post
achievement test format in subsequent
units and their revisions..Thus, begin-
ning with the second year of field test-
ing, performance data have been col-
lected at the time the concepts virere
taught. Instructional assessments for
short sequences of a-;tivities have been
inhorporated throughout the entire set
of materials. These assessments take the
formpf activities in themselves, andin
many cases they involve practical
application; or actual performance
tasks-rited by the teacher: They also
include a tallysheet for coinpiling infor-
mation Vn each student or for making
ratings of performance. Instructions to
the teacher explain how to interpret
and use the materials. The tallysheets
and in some cases the student work-
sheets themselves are Feturned to the
BSCS and utilized as the source of data
on student performance. For four
units of instruction tested .n 1972-73, a
total of 131 assessment items was devel-
aped, 85 of which can be scored for a
individual students and the remainder
analyzed to make judgments about
classroom groups of students. In some

ses, items which were used in the first
Year of te%ting were incorporated or

ised as parts of these instructional
assessments.

. /- .
The assessment activities were

given the title "Clues. To Success" or
"Re views Of Success!' Efforts were
made to present them to the teacher no
in.the light of grading the students b
eta means of determining which stu-
dents were still unsuccessful with the
materials and needed additional help.
Thus, these assessment activities were
designedto establish and help perpetu- -
ate a student success syndrome. The
data collected will continue to provide
the revision team of writers with speci-
f ic performance data related to each .

activity or small cluster of activities. If
the assessment activities also prove to

k
serve the immediate need of the teachpr
in planning further instruction, they
will remain an integral part of the curri-
culum materials. The results of this use.
Of test items are now being collected
and will be retorted in Interim Evalua-
tion Report S.
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Tests of Intelligence versus Func-
tional Ability

Intelligence tests by tradition and
purpose are deliberately constructed to
measure a relatively stable, global
aspect of humin potential. They origin
ated out of a ne0 to screen and limit
those allowed to continue in school to
a well-endowed group who could be
predicted to be successful at academic
tasks within the period of time typically
allotted for instruction in thelf. Such,
tests do not provide information that is

-useful in guiding instruction or iii guid-
ing the educational placement of chil-
dren. They simply predict that certain
children are likely to be unsuccessful in
performing the, academic tasks tradi-
tionally demanded by schools.

The other major instrument for
assessing 'school children, achievement
tests, is also designed to accentuate the
differences among children rather than
provide a guide for their instruction. It,
too, is a screening and sorting device in
the tradition aimed at the production of
scholars. The ch:ldren with which such

. a system cannot deal are routed through
watered -dowh versions of the same
academically oriented curricula or are
the 'childrerr who make up the special
education classes in the schools:

The problem the teacher faces, in
any classroom, but critically in the spe-
cial education class, is ttl discover what
/ach child's level of fainctioning at a
given time actually. is. Only then can t
learning materiels be mediated to
accommodate the level and rate of func-
tioning of each' child. Noteithat func-
tional ability is assumed to change as a
child develops and to be sp. ecific to the
kind of task, rather than a global meas-
ure. It does net indicate potential, but
present capabilities. Unfortunately,
actual tests of functional abjlity do not
eiist. 'A few ye currently being devel-

14

oped. Little is known of the relation-
ship of various abilities to instructional
materials ih any discipline. It behooves
each curriculum developer to explore
the abilities judged uniquely requisite
for success on specific materials and to
provide the teacher with tools to make
the success possible, for each stfident..

The purpose of the BSCS inti} dy-
ing science for children in special ed ca-
tion classes is to pioneer a curricul m
for doers rather than scholars. Read
writing, and arithmetic are not the
tral features of this program. Ins .ad,
students do activities and exper nce
situations to gain a wadi nderr
standing of the world around them.The
materials are intended tobe both func-
tio nal and intellectually stimulatiri,
but in the special educaiion setting this
means calling on a diffefo s'el of skills.
What are these skills for the doers, that
will enable them to cope with`practical
problems and situations in and out of
school?' What abilities influence the
acquisition of competence, m various
tasks? And at what levels of functioning
are the children to be found in their
special classes? These are concerns of
the project stafflin the development of
ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT. An
aspect of the evaluation has been' the
attempt to identify some of the func-
tional abilities and to explore whether
they are indeed influential in the
success of children using the ME AND
MY, ENVIRONMENT materials.

Even as the staff set about trying to
develop iome measures of functional
abilities, the schools involved in the
field tests were req uested to furnish cur-
rent individual intelligence test data.
The point was to determine whether
this instrument so widely used in our
culture and required by law for place-
ment in special classes profides educa-
tionally relevant data for this popula-
tion. The next article deals with such an
analysis.

4 s,,

° Teachers were asked to rate stu-
dents on a number of criteria which
\were judged to contrjbute to successful
performance of the science activities.
These included:

--verbal participajion by the stu
. dents
1." their ability to follow directions

their ability to work in a group
their ability to attend to a task for

a sustained period

their ability to 'work with their
hands

their general
school.

awareness of
around them

the reason for
cial class.

attitude toward

things going on

placement in a spe-

More is presented about these ratings.
and how they,ffect success in the next
article. See the inset for a desa iption of
the rating form and each set of cate
gories as responded to by the teachers. oi

Tp assess-some functional abilities
more directly, a number of tasks were
developed to which students
responded. The tasks ranged from direc-
tions to measure something or group
things to macking multiple choice .
items. The tasl*or items were divided,
into four subtests of functional ability:
Problem Solving, Cognitive Develop
inent, Grouping, and Prerequisite
Knowledge. While the items had some
relationship to the science materials, it
was assumed that they represe-Ated
experiential and developmental dimen-
sions which were unlikely to be affected
by instruction of relatively short dura-
tion. The following sections contain
descriptions of these items and results

.r of use. Following these descriptions and
data the next article presents informa-
tion on relitionshiPS of these abilities to
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Problem Solving

Six items assessed critical aspects
of problem solving in the- context pf
conducting an experiment all are repro-
duced in this sectibi Two of the items

dealt with knowingthe experimental

corxfitions (Items 14 and 20). two dealt

with knowing the question to be
answered in an experimen; (Items 15
and 30). and two dealt with recognizing
conditions which might influence the
results of an experiment (Items 29 and'
31). That the items are clearly relate.stin
assessing a common skill labeled "prob-
lem solving" is indicated by the fact
that the R-biserial correlations of indi-
vidual items with the total score on this
subtest were above .90 for four of the.'
items, .81 for a fifth item, and .63 for
the sixth item (NOTE: maximum values
for an R-biserial are 4' 1.25). Levels of
correct responsi to the items were
above two thirds of the total group for
all but two items. On one of these two
items, 58 percent of the total group cor-
Tectly answered one of the items dealing
with kr...oving the experimental condi-
tions. The lowest percentage of correct
response (37 percent} was made on one
of the items dealing with recognizing
conditions which might influence the

. results of an experiment. Since the stu-.
dents did experiments, these items cer-
tainly, were, related to instruction. in

several, casts, classroom groups showed

large gains cm most ef.the tems, as the
chart of pre- and posttest scores, by
class, indicates. Nevertheless, it was felt
that these items tapped abilities more
related to developmental and experi-
mental dimensiOns than to achieve-
ment. As the multiple regression
analysis -in the pext article shows, the
problem-solving subtest explained
almost 40 percent of the variance in per-
formanc'e on the 44 items used to assess
instruction.
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TABLE 5
Problpm-Solving Abilityi Percentage Choosing Correct Response for

Each Item by Class and Total Group*

AQUM so9S
, ,N

00 05 06 07 08 09 11 12 13 14
All

Classes
4.1

ta, 0a. a.
14

4.0

ESE'n. Q.
4

V
0

006 U.
. ,9

*.sE0.1.0t
11, oh.

10

41

a. a.
, 9

, 4.0

0a.
, 9

44

ga.
9

4A

vi

15

0.1

t4

1

4.
g0.
19

4,*

IL! g
Cl. 4176

109

14

.

15

':20'

29
30
31

54 75
46 81

38 60
31 27
54 81
46 75

90 64
50 64
30 67
70'

20 73
73.55

78 89
44 89
20;80
20 40
44 78
67 67

77 76
77',.65

29 iso

25'73
54'76
62:76

60 65
51147
50 50
58 60
30 61
40 42

,

58.83
58 50
68'71
58',36

50,67
83'50

.

. 79
< 64

55
'27.

64
79

76
71

40
40
71

.71

X93

86
85

79
71

44"
48

17
44

I 48 4

67 78
56 71

38 58
48 37
44 71
62 66

Posttes; only_ Subtest Performarice:*.e

Low
(two or
fewer items
correct)

33 44 52 ,24

;jilt

(aTF-ftems

correct),

44 0

*Complete data were not obtained from closes 01, 02,
of the cuing study described in the previous article,
tired to classes 11, 12, 13, and 14. *

**Percentages of studeAx are shown for each class in
of the group scored more than one S.D. from the mean.
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20

03, and 04. For purposes
pretests were not

which more than one foul

Consickring.the same six items asa
subtest, almost one fourth of the stu-
dents could be judged low in problem- '

solvingability, answering two or fewer
items correctly. This is one standard
deviation below the mean for thegi oup.
One fifth of the students wereshigh in
this ability, answering all six of the
items correctly.

Because of the relationship be-
twgen problem solving and succeskon
the instructional items, special atten-
tion has been given to the development
of problern-s6Iving skills in the, revision
of the materials.

sas

Item

14'

IS

20
29
30

31

TABLE '4

Problem Solving Sitbtestr

Subeesi Weighted Scores:
,

Weights Per optioO
1 2 3' 4 S

0 0
0
5

6 0 5
0. 0 5 0 -

0 0 5 0 0
5 0 3 0
0 5 2 0

Subtest Statistics:

Maximui possible score: 110.e
Range of Scores: 0-304
:Mean:- 19.3
Standard Deviation: 9 \

0' 0
OA 0
0 0
0.. 0
0 0
0 -0..
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Cognitive Development

Three items were developed to
assess the ability to deal with logical and
abstract relationships in contrast to
concrete, tangible manipulations of
objects. All three are reproduced in this
section. .

These items are related to Piaget's
theory of cognitive development. One
(Item 1), on conservation of liquid
quantity, involved the recognition that
liquid quantity does not, change, with
the size and shape of the container. A
second -(item 17) invo ed the ability to
serially order objects fr smallest to
largest. The third (her; 3 dealt with
the ability to translate a three-week
interval of time into a specific calendar
date given the beginning date and the,.;
calendar on which'to make the calcula-
tion. Evidence that these three items are
appropriately grouped to measure the
concept of cognitive development is the
high R biseriai correlations between
each item and the total group score on
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subtest. (The R-bisenal correlation
for the conservation item is 1:00, for
the calendar item .98, and for the seria:
tion task .54.) Normally, the use of
tasks like those t3ed by Raget requires*
individual interviews, where'the student
e xplairts'h is ideas after he has per-
formed the task. Because this apoloach
is prohibitively expensive, the BSCS
,conducted a study to determine
whether a teacher-demcinstrated paper-
and-pencil. test for assessing conserva-
tion of liquid quantity might prdve
equely valid. The sample for this study
utilized students from the four field-
test classes in Colorado. The day after
the written test was idministered, 47 of
the 70 children were randomly selected
and individually interviewed as each
performed the Piaget task in the tradi-
tional manner. Orange juice was used,
and, after the child performed and
explained the task, he wa s'asked
whether the beaker or the test tube con-
lained snore orange juice for'him, to
drink. Thq student's explanation of his
choice supported his other responses.

Results were as follows: One of the
47 children was inconsistent in the
interview; on his test item he marked
"They both have the same amount of,
water," but he could not conserve
liduid'quantity for orange juice in the
interview. Z hree children showed.tran-
sitionalresponses; they had marked an
incorrect option on the'test item but
appeared to grasp the idea during the
interview. The responses of the remain-
ng 43 children, 92 percent of those.

stnpled, were consistent with the gay
ttifiy had marked the test item* These
results vggest that:for this population,
it is pAsible to assess at least some
aspects of cognitive development by
using written items in a group setting.

For the total group of students in
(Continued)
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Cognitigt Development (Continued)
the field test; 54- peltent marked a
rekonse indicating the ability to eon
sere liquid quantity; 55:percent Were
kuccessful with the seriation task.
However, only 18 percent of the stu
dents could successfully' translate the
interval of time into a calendar date-
Consideri ng the three items as a subtest.
15 permnt of the students were high '
performers, answering more than two
items correctly, while 17 percent were
low performers, answering none of the
items correctly. The high and low per-
formers were distributed widely across
all of the test classes in the sarnple.

JAKE 6
Cognitive Development Subtest

Subtest Weighted Scam:

Weights Per Option
Item 1 2. 3 4 5 ,6

0 .0 0 0 ' 0
IT 1 1 1 5 3 0' 0'
33:1" 0 0. 3 5 0 0 0

Sybtest 'S tisticss

fitaafraus possible score: It
Range of Scam: 0 t15

'f'etaal.r,tLyistiont 4.3

Grouping

TABLE 7.

- Cognitive Development: Percentage Choosing Correct Response' for
Each Item by Class and Total Group*

00 05 96
f.'

07 . 1: 09 11 12 1 14
AU

Cl a sse

Questions
11

.
Ai. i

, . . . . 14

r. i
11.

.4

V. 8
41.- a-

9

. 8
a. t a-

10

...i
9

1.' 8a. 0.
9 9 .15

44

11

4.'o

,,19

s,..
4'0

109

1

17
33.

71150
13'27
13,13

50 27
20 50
10 17

33 67
70 70
0 50

62 76
65 53
12 20

30
42
33

42
50
30

92.67
67 82
8.;0

SO
73
18

76
47
0

21
\46

48
52
920

57
54 '

54

55
18

Posttest $2111Subtf t Performa4i:**

Low ':(eii
correct)

5 44
,., ,

':26 17

High !,

(more, than

two Items

correct)

25 33 .. 44 33 ',;,15

,

*Complete data were not obtained from classes 01, 02,
of the cuing study described in the previous article,
tered to classes 11, 12, 13, and 14.

**Percentages of Students' are shown for each class in
of the group scored more than one S.D. from the mean.

03, and 04. For purposes
pretests were not adminis-
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Six items were designed to assess
the ability to sort and classify Objects
according to their common characteris-
tics. They are incruded in this section.
Two of the items were sorting tasks
(Items 35 and 36). The Itther four were
paper-and.-pencik items (Items 17, 37,
38, and 39). All but one of ihe items,
however, were perform'ance tasks rather
than strictly selection or' recognition.
Most required the ability to place
objects in appropriate groups, as well as
the asslinment of reasonable labels to
such groups. All reasonable groupkwere
accepted in, the scoring procedures.
From 44 to 61 percent of the, students
were able to answer correctly each of
the items. One of the itemslItem 17)
involved recognition Of a group.of
objects sorted on the basis of a specific
characteristic. Three other items lIterns
37138, 39) rnvolved sorting a pictured
collection of objects into different
groups by changing the characteristic
used'\o group them,. The remaining two
items (Items 35 and 36),involved sort-
ing a set of ten pictures into two Dumps
and labeling, or describing, the groups.
This,fatter pair of tasks was scored both
on appropriately assorted groups and,
on assigfin4ent of reasonable labels. The'
results indicated that if students were
able to identify reasouble groups, they
were also generally able to supply a
label or description of those group&
Considerint the six items together as a
subtest, 16 percent of the students were
high performers, answering more than

- five of the items correctly; 16 percent
were low performers, answering fewer
than three of the items correctly.

TABU 8 t
Grouping Subtest

Cubtesi,Weighted Scores:

Weights Per Option,
Item 1 2 3 4 6

17 0 , 0 0 5 5 0 '', 0

35 ' 0 2 3 '4 5 5 '

36 0 , 2 . 3 4 , 5 5 0
31 0 0 3 5, 5 ,'0

38 0 0' 3 5 5 0 0
39 0 0 '3 5 5 0 0

Subtest Statistics!
ti

Maximum possible score: 30 ,

Range of Scores: 0-30 .

Mean: 17.3 ,

Standard Deviation: 8.3 ..
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TABLE 9
Grouping Ability,' Percentage Choosing Correct Response for

Each Item by Class and Total Group*

Questions

05
4+

07

sa.

10

.01

09 1

(

12

C

15

13

.11

,1 ,Classed,

At!

19 ; -'109

17
35**
36*%

c 37

38

39 ^

77 69
50
19

25: 60
56 47
56 60

0 55
63
36

10 33
20 : 58
:307'58

56 11

22
44-

40 50
30 60
.40 60

54 53
53

59
29 553
29 73
29 66

50 25
33

33K:40'
58 '60
42 50

33 58
67
75

25 45
33 36
25 .18

64
64
65
46
27
36

53

41

20
20
40

50
42
57

69
54
53

61
.48 35 "," .53

40:/4'` '52
48 '39 t:47
39.'42 '45
35 42 48

Posttest one Subtest Performance***

Low
(fewer thin
three items
correct)

33 31 1 16

High
(more than
five items
correct)

50 3D 16

'Complete data were not obtained from classes 01, 02, 03, a for purposes of the cuing study described in the
previous article, pretests were not administered to classes 11. 1 13. add '14.

**items 35 and 3G were administered in posttest oi4ly.

***Perientages of students are for each class in which more 'than one fourth of the group scored more than one
S.D. from the mean.
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Prerequisite Knowledge

Six items assessed background
lnformation which was 9ot a part of the
instructional sequence, but which indi-
cated the kinds of experiences or under-
standings that might contribute to
s ccess with the materials. All these
ite appear with this section..

The areas of prerequisite know-
ledge sampled by this subtest included
two items (Items 4 and 16) assessing
awareness of basic units of linear Imm-
ure. Thirty one percent of the students
answered correctly the number of feet

a yard; 83 percent, answered correctly
the number of inches in a foot. Another
item (Item 38) assessed the ability to
use a ruler to measure lengths under 12
inches within 'A inch accuracy. The level
of performance on this task was uni-
formly low, with only 35 percent of the
total group of students succeedingtStiil
another item (Item 43) assessed the me
of feet as an appropriate, standard unit
of measure in estimating distance; 42
percent of the students were successf ul.
Finally, two Reins (Items 13 and 22)
assessed awareness of an appropriate
tinge of human body temperature.
Forty six to 49 percent of the studgpts
had this knowledge. Considering the, six
items as a subtest of backbround infor-
mation, 17 perce9t of the students were
able' to answer more than four o9 the
items correctly, while 20 percent
answered fewer than two of the items
correctly. These items were usecras an
indicator of the breadth of'sudent
background informationielateci to
several forms of measurement, rather
than for the specific facts contained in
the items themselves. Hence, the 'more
experience students may, have had in
dealing with length and temperature,
the more likely (or sg it was aJsurned)
that they would be able to answer these
questions. The students in this field test

were generally More lamiliarwith
inches than feet, but few could accu-
rately use a ruler. In half of the classes
students had avery poor concept of the
size of various standard units of rneas:
ure and Of which unit was appropiate
in a given situation.

Thir exploration revealed that both
the curriculum developers and the
teacher: in he field test were making
unwarranted assumptions about the
students' ability to accurately use meas-
uring instruments. Therefore, the
revised activities were designed to start
at much more basic levels in dealing
with the use of measuring devices, and
in making measurements and estimates.

TAKE 10
Prerequisite Knowledge SUbtnst"-

Subtest Weighted Scorestl,

' Weights Per Option
Item

4` 0' 5 0 10. , '0

13
St ; b S

22' 0 0 5 0 0 ; 0
38, 0 0 0 3 6' ,0 0.
43. 5' 0 4'0

Subtest Statistics:.
y,`

Maximum possible scare: 30
Range of Scores: 0 -30 , '

Mean: 13.9
Standard Deviation: 7.4
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TABLE 11
. Prerequisite Knowledge: Percentage Choosing Correct Response for

.E/ch Item by Class and Total' Group*

QUestions
N

4

'13-,

,16
.22

38**
43**

30 17. 20 30. 35 53'

50 58' 60 18 40
70 67' 70 , "80 55 100
30 42- 80 41 47

G 22 12

73: 67 4?

25 30

58 70
67 80
42 30

8

12 13 : 14
4.. 'V,

:

0.0
, A. 2.

15' 11 , 19

.. .

'33 31

53 46 22
87. 85 78

40 62 35
:12 :7 -, 16

29 29 20

(fewer,than.
two items

11100:
(more than

foci? items

coma)

*Complete data were not obtained from classes 01, 02t 03, and D4.. Fpr purposes of the cuing study described in the
previous article, pretests were not admioistered to classes VI, 12, 13, and 14.

**Items 33. and 43 were administered in posttest only.

***Percentages of students are shown for each class, in which more

S.D. from the mean.

than'one-fourth of the group scored more than one



DIFFERENCES IN

PERFORMAACE

What variables, account for differ-
ences in student performance? Accord-

,

ing to the analysis rep,.., ted in this
article, none of the traditionally used
variables such as age, la, or ethnic
group provides insight into why stu-'
dents were successful or unsuccessful.
Half of the variation in 'performance is
at:Countedfor by three functional abili-
ties (problem solving, grouping, and
prerequisite knowliedge) and two
teacher ratings (following directions,
and ability to work with hands). Such
results are dramatic because they
sugoest the poisibility of predicting
whidf students will be most or least
successful with the materials. These
variables, also focus attention on skills
rind activities which may lead to
Unproved student performance.

How belieitable are the results?
Those readers who would like a techni-
cal repOrt should refer?to the fo;:.zwing
section de;Cribing results of the statisti
cal analysis. Essentially, it reports that
problem ;olvi`rig, a six-item test of func-
tional ability, explained twice as much
of the variance in student performance
as did ICI scores, and tbat this result was
repeated for performance on both units
of instruction. The reader
should also examine the kinds of test
items from whiCh a performance score
was derived. The next two articles.
present and discuss the items used to
assess understanding of the two units of
ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT that
were field-tested.

What are the implications of these
findings? The results seem to bear on
both the appropriateness of the curricu-

"I um being tested and the manner in
which this population is %entitled and
'grouped. Because many children
achieved success regardlessof a wide

range of 10, age, varying ethnic back- ),
ground, and sex, it would appear that
the materials are on target. It is espe-
ciany noteworthy that 10, which
typically correlates highly With success
in the traditiOnal academic curriculum,
is not a predictor in this intentionally
nonacademic, activity-oriented curricu-
lum. Since the curriculum also attempts
to develop further the abilities which do

I explain differences in success, the mate-
rials wpuld appear to be especially
appropriate. Another implication of
these results isto raise the question
about the appropriateness of an elabo
rate and costly system of individual
intelligence testing, in light of the find-
ing that intelligence scores are not
predictive of performance with this
curriculum. Considering the ineffi-
ciency with which'such a screening

$ system is rurl, and the large margin for
error (ai reported in Interim ,EValuation
Report 1), there is all the, more reason

' to reexamine the entire procedure for
placement of children with educatione.
problems. Finally, as intelligence test-
ing does not supply diagnostic informa-
tidn to guide instructional decisions,
there is more than sufficient justifica-
tion to attend to measures of functional°
ability.

Were some teachers more effective
than others in teaching these materials?
The last section of this article describes'
the results of an analysis of differences
in performance class, rather than
among individual students,leflecting
the teaching ability in the separate
classes. After statistically adjusting stu-
dent 'scores to compensate. for differ
ences inability, the staff found two
teachers (06,12) to be far more effective
than others in teaching (pne or both
units of instruction, and thee teachers
(08, 09,13) to far less effective than
others.. A major characteristic Wilich
might have accounted for these differ-
ences was the fidelity with vihich the
Teacher's Manual was used in imple-
menting the materials as intended.
Other than this, the differences proba-
bly do reflect overall differences in
teaching ability.



Results of RegressiOn Analysis (Continued)
If problem solving assessed the

/same thing as ICI, then forcing 10.to
enter the regression equatio'n first
would result in most variance being
explained by IQ, wjth little or none of
the remairf,ag variance explained by
peoblem solving. Table 13 reports the
results of this second analysis: the two
tests are not measuring the same thing.
While 10 appearAttb account for about
20 percent of the variance in perfor-
mance for both units in 04 second

Reanalysis, problem solving explained an
additional 21 percent or mi.tle of the
variance even with IQ entered first. The
interrelations of 10, problem solving,
and Performance might be illustrated
graphically as follows:

'TABLE 13
Second Analysis:. Variance Accounted forjri Regression Analysis,

with IQ Forced to Entpf First

(F valuessjgnifitant

Variables Step* 1 OnitA.- , Ste*t- . Unit II

IQ .(Total' Score)" .-
Problem Solving `'i,
Following Directions
Ability to Use Hands , ,

Absence Ratio (Unit I) ,

'Unit I Performance . '
Prerequisite Knowledge
GroupingAbility. '1

Unit II Performance .

Test Class
:.Reason for Placemet
Shronological_Age '''-- - .

Conservation 'of. Quantity

'' I ,

,> 2 .
-3:

4

5f'
4,

6

8
9

10

' 4

.

.

\

16:8% ,1
22.25:

' 8 4%,

4.3%'
, .

3.5%,
OP 01o;

1.6%,
.6% ,

1:0% :`,
f' .7%,

:77;

,'
,

1 '-
3' ,
9

e.
.

r '

,

,

'

," 21.7%
20.9%
J---

6.3%
.9% ,

2.4%
-.....

,;1.6%
.....

;'' 3.8%
, 1.3 %,

1.1%

' 50:9% , 58.0%

*Order in which the variables entered the regression equation.
FIGURE 1 .

Schematic Illustration of Variance
,A9counte'd for by I0 and Problem

Shaded areas indicate variance' per-
formance accounted for by the two
measures. Problem solving accounts for
most of the variance explained by 10.
Hence, the results of the first regression
analysis are appropriate to mi.

Table 14 shows the interrelation-
ships of the significant variables. The
four functional abilities and four
teacher ratings'are only moderately/
related to each -other. The yariance in
student performance explained inde
pendently by each of these variables is
also shown in the first two columns of
this table.
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TALE 14
Intercorrelations of Significant Variables

(The, Variance, Explained Independently by Each Variable'is Shown in Parenthesis)

Functional- "'!.'Teacher 4

Rating's'

'Variable I(r2)42(r2) :5'

1. Writ '1740 .57, .41 .61;..50.44`..42 .52 .25 .25'.29i_:3.
Pmrforinance A :;', ;4,

2. Unit'li (33%) 1..00' ,x:47.62 .43 .49 '.46 ',Q .41 :29%21 ,

Performance
(17%) v (22%) 1:00,/.47 .40',.41 .34 ''.24'.21".31. -

4.` Problem - 137%) (39%) `1,44) :48 .45 '.49 ",.40 -.13
Solving

5.'Prerequislte
Knowledge

6.- q'ouping
"Affility

7. Cognitive,
Development

8. Following
Directions

9. Ability to
Use Hands

10. Reason for
Placement ,

11; imareness
Chronological
Age

13. bsence
do

1.00 .36 '.47 .27- -

1.00%34 :33 «,*.27

,1'.00 .40 /- .20,

' "1 00 24%46 -

1.00":22,



Results of Regression Analysis'

As an attempt to discover factors
which might have influenced the perfor-
manc of students on these materials, a
steOive;se multiple regression was under-
taken. This' analysis was conducted
both on the 25 Cnstructional items -
related to Unit I of ME D MY .
ENVIRONMENT and on th 9 instruc-

1 lona! items related to U t IL Total
scores were derived for each stvdent
bated or. the weighteindicated in the
following articles descitbing student
performance data. Omitted from the
,analysis were WI-students for whom
complete data was not available.4me
of these students did not complete
of the two Unit achievement tests, or n
background data was available for
then:. The number included in the anal-
ysis was further reduced by those stu
dents who dropped out or who entered
the class during the year, and for wfie,in
only partial data.vves'avallable. ":en
classes had completed the second unit
of instruction; the number of students
included in this analysis was 109. Based
on the end-of-year enrollment of 142
children in these aasses, 70 percent of
them were .included in the analysis.

Twenty variables were entered into
the re9ression analysis.'These included
the score on the other posttest, the
experimental class, and the four sub-
tests assessing functional abilities of stu:
dents (ptnblem solvirig, cognitive devel-

pcnent, grouping, .and prerequisite
knOwledge). One item from the cogni.
tive djvelopmeht subtest, which
assesse ability to 'Conserve liquid quan-
tity, was also entered separately. Other
variables inclUded sex of the students,
cntonologfcal age, ethnic group, and

I otal 10 score. The ratio of class -,
absence

Intelligence Scale for Children
(W
absence to the total number of days of
instrketion was included, for each stu
dent fbr Unit I. . .

.Finally, eight teacher ratings of stu-
dents were entered as variables. Each .
rating scale had been carefully defined
to teachers And included: verbal parti-
cipation

/ .
of the st nt class; ability

to follow direction ability to work in a
group; ability to a nd to a task; ability
to work with one's hands; gerieral atti-
tude. toward school; she student's,
awareness of subtleties ill what was
going on around him; and the primary
reason for the studen placed in a
special education class (See the section
in the preceding. article defining these
teacher rating scales and the measures
of fi.inctional ability.).

"Table 12 summarizes the variables
accounting for moil of thl* veiaNe in
the first analysis against Unit I and Unit
II performance. in thork' regression
equatitons the strongestivariable was
allowed to enter first. This proved to be

problem solving, which accounted for
almost 40 percent of the variance in per-
formance in both units of instruction.

In order to avoid misinterpreting
the results, a second regression analysis
was conducted (since the mature of this
statistic is that when two 'measures of
the same thing are inducted, all of the

/variance tmill be atiributed to the varia-
ble entering the equation first; the vari-

ance is not split between the two mess-,
ures). On the-possibility that total JO
could be more closely related to prob-
lem solving and student performance
than all other irilications suggested, it
was entered first in the second regres-
ion analysis.

(Continued)

TABLE 12
First Analysis: Variance-Accounted for in Regression Analysis,

with the Strongest Variable Allowed to Enter First

(F values significant at .05" for all except Steps G and 1* of Unit 1)

Variables Step* *
.Unit I Step* :Unit I!

!Problem Solving
Following Directions
Ability to Use Marais
Absence Ratio (Unit I)

"Grouping Ability
Prerequisite 14owledge
IQ (Total score)
Awareness
Test Class ,

Reason for.Placenent
Chrenolcalcal' Age \,..,

,

I

'3

4

5
6

7 .

f-

-

"
0

37.0%,
8.8%...
4.5%

4.4%

-*--
.9%

,r.6%
; , .6%:

..., -- ',.

'

,

,-

r 4-

Zr

3
6,-

. 4

- 7

,

i

:

38:71,
;9%

'73%'
'

,:/,3,45
A.4%

47',1.7t

1:1%'
,;4%

'..1.0s1.

Wel 6.4%-.

ch the variables entered tte egression equat

wit



I Diffeconces inJPerformanw
Among -.Classes

-,..

Another vli ay of looking mt differ-\ /ences in performarkce is to use thedass- ,

room giou rae than the individual
student as th unit of i alysis. Did some
test classes I arn signifi antly more or
less than atthers7 This is the question
studied by ovariance analysis.

To accomplish this analysis, the
differences in abilities of students in.
each class at the beginning of the year
Lot at the start of instruction) must be
equalized statistically so that the differ-
ences in cliss means on posttest perfor4
mance do not merely reflect basic
differences in ability of students. Such
an adjustment requires a measure of stu-
dent ability independent of the perfor-
mance-measure. Total IQ scores are
traditionally used as the external crite-
rion. In this instance an investigation

-was conducted to discover whether I0
orproblem-solving stAlity would be the
iri re appropriate measure of entering
ability. This question was raised by the
finding that the problem-solving meas-
ure accounted for the greatest. amount-
of variance in regretsion analysis. It was
hypothesized that problem-solving
ability (or combinations including it)
would provide the most accurate inde-
pendent measure of general ability and
would produce a higher 'F value, ac,..sen-
tuating the significance of the differ-

.,
ences. A second hypothesis was that the
act!ial variance among classes would be
narrower if problem stilving instead of
Q was used. The subsequent investiga-

tion looked into both measUres, individ-
Ually and together, along with probleTh
solving paired with ability to follow
directions. Tables 15 and 16 show the
results for the fo ariations of covari-

.

ates for each un. of instruction.
(Continued)

TABLE 15
Unit I--Analysis of Covariance

4,/

COvr.riate(s)
Level'

* of Sig. Adjusted Means for Classes
nificance :High ** . Low

Total Intelligence 00

PrelemSOliing(PS):'

II) PS

. .

PS >r Folloiving * -

Directions,

.2.12 Clais ID 06 12
Mean 85 78

2.46 .025 Class1D 12 06

"/
Mean 81 80

2'16 .025 ClassID 06 12
Mean' 81 80

2.77 :01 Clasis10 06;12
Mean 81 80

/*for 9.98 Degrees Of frfiedom.

TABLE 16
Unit IIAnalysis of Covariance'

11'00 14 07 05
74.72 71 71 66

11 07 14 00 05
76 73 72 69 66

11 :14 07 00 OS
75'73 ,72 70 466

13': 9 :',8

6160 58

13 :.9- 8

61 ,58, 41t

13 8
60 ..58.58

11'37=14 00.05 13' 9
74'14'71.70.68 60 59,

Covariate(sr ge: ;If sig-
nificance

A&justed Means for 'Classes v-

it rag

Total IntelAigencl (IQ)

Problem Solving (PS) '

//IQ&P$

PS 4 Folloking*
Directions', .

4 03.

2,81

3.81

3.36

.01

.01

.01'

Meat

Class ID
Mean'.

CIt'Ss I0

. Mean. ..,..

Class: ID
Mean

06
67

06
62

06
64

06
62

00:06 j11; 01 09 13,14 14

54 .54 .49':49 47 45`44`43

05 07 11 00 12 irA4T 14
$4'54.51:,'49:48'45 44.43

'*7

05.00.1) 07 14::12.09 13
5351:51.50 4545.415,44

05 07 11 0012 1309 .14
55 54 5150 41145:4442

08

40

08,

.1:..°:,

41,,

''''013

41

08'

41

r*for 9, 98 Degrees, of Freedom

"."3111111.1"
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Difference.iin Performance (Continued)
Rekirdless of the covariate, differ - .

ences tririong classes were statistically
signiflicAnt. For Unit I, 10 had the
lowelt F' value. As the regression anal-
ysis, suggested, a combination of ICI and ....
problem-solving ability did not provide
a, more significant solution than Orob-
liem solving alone. A combination of
problem solving and ability to follow
directions (a teacher rating that,added
to the explained variance in the regies-
sion analysis) provided the highest;7
value. In line with these findings, syp-
p?rt for the second hypothesis (vas
seen, in that for problem solving (and;
combinations inducl* rig it) the variance
among classes was n rrower. This hypo-
thetis was also sup ed for Ualt II;
however, the first hypothesis was not.

',While all F values obtained for. Unit If
were signifi4nt at the .01 level, IQ
produced an F value larger than any
other set or covariates.

A third consideration in this'study
of covariates *nvolved the adjusted
means for different classes. It was hypo-
thesized that the teachers and classes
falling at the extremes would remain
the. same regardless of the covariates .
used. This proved to be the'csse fors-
b units. As the combination of prob.
em solving and ability to follow direc-

tions yielded an F value significant at
the Al level for both units, it would
seem t. at these covariates would be

most apPropriate to use in further anal-
ysis of this field test group.

Regardiess of the covariate used,
one teacher, 06, proved to,3e signifi-
cantly more effective in teaching hoth

-units of instruction than the other nine
teachers. A second teacher, 12, was
significantly more effective than the '
rest in teaching Unit 1.0n the negative
side of the ledger, one teacher, 08, was
significantly less effective in teaching
both units. Several other teachers,
notably 09 and 13, fell'. fell below
others in teaching Unit 4.

During the field test year, staff
members observed the test classes and
screened the feedback from teachers.
On the basis of these data the staff had
identified five teacheis who showed
considerable fidelity to the strategies
suggested in the Teacher's Manual.
These teachers, 00, 04, 06, 07, and 12,
also appeared to fully understand the
intent of the materials. rour of the five
classes taught by these teachers yielded
complete data for analysis. Two of
these four had the h!ghesVoean

and the other two had mean scores near
the high end of the scale.

Several other teachers, 09, 11, 11,
and 03, had been rated by the stiff as
deviatinfigreatly iron% the intent c I the
materials. 0 these, three had complete
data avai le for analysis and two
proved to ha , mean scores near the low
end of the scale; the'other class had a
lower than average mean score. The
staff hid fated the teacher yvtititlass
had the lowest mean score as showing
moderate fidelity to the Manual.

The Implication of these findings is
....

The
,.

obvious. e strategies suggested for
teaching the activities appear to be an
important factor in student perfor-
mance.
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE

ON ITEMS ASSESSING

INSTRUCTION IN UNIT 1

r

1

4

After study and validation of the
assessment items used during the
1971.72 school year, 65 items werde

for apalysis Twenty one of the -
retained items assessed the gerieral level
of functioning of students in the field:
test. These items were discussed in a
preceding article entitled "Functional
Abilities of Students. The remaining
44 items assessed instruction in the 47
activities of Unit I and Part 1 of Unit

, 11 (the latter now revised as Unit 111);
The original assessment items for

each unit were Organized into test
booklet and administered by test
teachers immediately prior to,
after, instruction) in eacii,unit. Testing
occurred in October 1971, February-
March 1972, and May-June 1972. Pre-
tests were not adminiitered to four -
daises participating in a cuing study.

e article entitled "The Development
of Test Item:.") Of the fourteen test
teachers involved in administering the
pretests, only one (03) failed to supply
the data "required for this analysis.
Three of the fourteen test classes (01,
03, 04) did not-oomi:alete the second
unit of instruction.' Data is therefore
reported on thirteen field test classes
for Unit I and ten classes for.Unit II.
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Unii I: Analysis of Performance
Items

Twenty five of tpe144 items direct-
ly related to instruction occurred in
Unit I. (The other 19, for Unit I ',will be
discussed in Article 8.) life 25 items
assessed instruction presented in the 26'
activities of the unit, and the items fell
into four categories by topic: 1) direc-
tionality and map reading; 2) measure-
ment and scale; 3) temperature; and 4)
environmental comparisons. Although
the results are presented by these cor
tent topics, the items were imerpreted
separately rather than as only "subtest
scores." The statistical analysis
reported in the preceding articles made
use of only weighted total scores for the
two unit tests.

Pre- and posttest scores for each
it em will be shown by subtest, and
while it is possible to discuss the results'
of all of these test items in ,terms of
gains 'in instruction, it seems more
appropriate at this point in field testing
to give greater attention to posttest,
raNher than pretest, performance.
Therefore, unless the percentage of stu
dents responding correctly- was essen-
tially the same on both pre- and post-
tests, reference will be made only to the
posttest percentages.

The percentage of correct response
on the earlier ME NOW test items was
characteristically at the .50 percent
level. In that study many students had
reasonable and logical explanations for
choosing options other than the
intended answers to many items; hence,
the level, of understanding was not
accurately reflected in the percentage
of, students,choosing the "right"
answer. A similar condition also has
occurred in the ME AND ,MY ENV,.
RONMEIVT assessment, In fact, 40
percent ol the Unit I test items have a
qualitative scoring key, with some
responses given credit as partially cor-
rect. The summary table of responses
by class, however, reflects only the per-
centage of students choosing the most
acceptable answer for each item. The
reasons for choosing other "answers"
provide a separate justification for
inspecting each item separately.

Interpretation of Results

The problem of assessing the learn-
ing of-EMH students is not resolved by
prciducing am "achievement test," since
the question of what standard to apply
to performance on these items or sub-

. tests is one that is difficult to answer. It
is unrealistic to expect all children to be
able to answer all items. , when a wide
range of difficulty and a range of topics
are involved. Answering even one or
two more items correctly on the post-
test than on the pretest may represent
considerable learning for some stu-
dents. The items represent -the staff's
judgment of key content that should be
learned, not all learning that lean be...
expected to occur in instruction. Some
areas of learning were not assessed at all;
others wefe explored caly through
interviews and are not reported here.
Notably absentlre measures of observa-
tion skills and problem-solving skills
that are directly.related to' the mate-
rials, Students' attitudes also are not
reflected here, although measures are
reported elsewhere. The 'effects of this'

. curriculum on self-confidence,Jsocial
participation', task orientation, and
general response to school ha.:e not
been assessed:

Efforts were made from the begin-
ning to assure that use of the items in ,
different classes would be comparable.
The tests.were administered by the
teachers, using the same instructions.
Some training was provided at the
beginning of the school y atr, and addi-
tional written instructions ere sent for
each of the four testing eriods. Eiten
with these precautions, however, condi-.
tions and proced....res were not standard-

28
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ized. (For example, total test time for
the pretest on Unit I ranged from 30
minutes,to 85 minutes and was distri-
buted over one to three days,,l..

test items themselves were
undergbjng their first field test. Individ-
ual interviews with ftudents were
conducted to validate some of the
items, and, as a result, approximately
,20 percent of the original number of
Items were eliminated as defective.
Undiscovered eaknesses may' remain
in some of thc 5 items retained for,
analysis.

Only a small numtxr of items origi-
nally existed for each instructional area
to be assessed. The 20 percent loss of
detective items contriblited to an
imbalance in the areas actually assessed.
Although some broad understandings
were assessed by interview, teach
ratings, and observations, and a
reported elsewhere, the results and
dusions both there and here shaul
interpreted with caution.

With all these qualifications c
ered, the test items do represent the
best judgment of the staff as to key
concepts to be learned in the materials.
Even though the results should not be
used as summative evaluation of stu
dent learning, they do 'provide a clue to
the degree of learning occufring. Com-
bined with the information on the func-
tional abilities of this population,
expectations of student response can be
readjusted, and revisions designed to
further enhance learning.

A summary of results from the use
of the test items follows.

'
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Unit I, Subtest 1, Directionality
and Map Reading

Table 17 shows a summary of Sub-
test 1 statistics. Individual items, their
scoring keys;and the percentage of stu-
dents in the total group who selected
each option on the Pre- antkposttestare
shown. The percentage of sluden
class, who chose the "best" res nse to
each item is shown in Table 18

These items had a wide ramie of
diff icUlty, from Item 25, wh h airnust
none of the itudents ans d cor-
rectly, to. Item 2, which about two
thirds answered correctly. About one
third of the students in 4 of the, 13

Lclasses were able to answer rrw't of the
items in this subtest; two thirds Ur more
of the stUdents in two dosses, fewer
than two items.

Of the five items' related to direc-
t' tionality and, map reading, two (Items 4

and 6) invOlved_e student's ability to
orient himself in space. These two items
required a knowledge of which side of a
map is north, a k owledge of compass
directions, and, op ntation for all direc-
tions when ores ted on a map. On the
posttest, r ly two thirds f the total
group placed north at t$ op of the
map, When given north, half of the total
group corrIctly.libeled the other three
compass directions.

00
TARE 17

Unitary Information for Subtest
01rectionality and Map Reading

(five items),- :-

This group of Its measered:
-- knowledge of betide side cc a alp is

north (Itme 2) 2

--knowledge of comps ss direttions'and
.'orientation of direction'en a amp

(Items,4. 6)
-"-ability to locate the ,Intersection of

two streets on a mep (Item 25)
--ability to determine a reasonable

route to take betweenjwo places on a
map (Ito 26) , N'
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Two items in Subtest f dealt with
locating things on a map. One (Item 25)
asked students to trace a street route
from one landmark to another. Fifty
percent of the students did so on the
posttest. HoWever, for another item
(Item 6) only one third of the students
correctly indicated what direction one
landmark was from another', the same
percentage as on the pretest. The most
difficult item in this subtest dealt with
the ability, to locate the intersection of
two streets on a map. This item required
that the student be able to recognize
that a signpost on a street corner pro
vides the i nformation of What two,
oppositely oriented streets to find and
trace to their intersection on the map.
Only six students out of 172 (or three
percent) correctly did this on the post-
test, and all but one of these six stu-
dents were in the same dassroom.

-A random sample of students was
interviewed about Items 2, 4, 25, and
26 in this subtest. For Item 2, typical

:responses to the interview were to point
to the top of the map to indicate north.
For. Item 4, identifyintj east, west, and
south on the map Was more difficult;
huwever, the intent of this question,
too, was clear to thestudents. For Item
25, loCating an intersection on a map
involved&tUmerous problems. Many stu-
dents were not able to derive the names
of the streets from the street sign in the
picture of Bill's house. Some simply
placed a mark somewhere on the map
directly below the street Corner in the
picture. Some tried to track the direr-

' tion of the street in the picture directly
down onto the map. These related but
incorrect efforts probably accounted
for many of the responses coded 4 and 5
on this item. The inability, of many stu-'
dents to find the two different streets
around the margins of, the map and
trace them to their point of intersec-
tion was a major problem identified by
student interviews. Even when given the'
streets and their locations on the map, a
number of students were unable to fol-
low the two coordinates to the point at
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Directionatity and Map Reading(Continued)
which they crossed, Having marked a
location for Bill's house, many students
understood, in Item 26, how to start
from that point and draw a line showing
where he went an his bicycle. Some stu-
dents were confused by the art work
and labeling of the streets on the map.
Still other students simply drew a line
indicating Bill, going any place on his

*bicycle and did not understand that
they were to find a path from home to
school.

Table 18 indicates the percentage
of students in each class whose total
subtest?score was more than one stan-
dard deviation above or below the total
group mean. This is essentially a table
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showing the percentage of students in
each class who were high performers,
answering more than-three items
correctly, or low performers, answering
fewer than two terns correctly. (Note
that partial credirwas passible on three
of the five items.)

Considering Items 2, 4, 6, 25,.and
26 as asubtest, 21 percent of the stu-
dents in the'total group answered fewer
than two items, and only -20 peicens.
answered :more than three items, indi-
cating a generally very low level of
performance in directionality and map
reading after instruction (mean: 11,
S.D. 7, maximum score possible: 25):
Based on these results, additional activi
ties were written into the materials to
provide praclice in recognizing and
using compass directions and in making
use of a map to trace routes from one
landmark to another, Investigation of
Item 25 on locating an exact-Qoint at an
intersection suggested that students had
difficulty using coordinates in ante way;
therefore, an actiliiii; was written deal-
ing 'with graphing, and active was
provided in locating a num r of coor-
dinates, with the teacher's attention
drawn to using two variables a locat-
ing intersections.
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Subtest 1 (Directionality & Map Reading): Percent. Choosing the Correct Response, by Class
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Unit I, Subtest 2; Measurement
and Scale

Table 19 shows a su mmalry of Sub -
test .2 statistics. Individual items and
their scoring keys are also shown., along
with thp percentage of students in'the
total group who selected each option on
the pre- and posttest. Table 20 shows
the percentage of students, by days,
who cbose the best response to each
item. The general level of perforinance
on, these items ranged frdm one fifth to
one half of the students who answered
an item correctly:

The six items in this subtest assess-
ed ability to estimate distances and an
understanding of the use of scale to
determine distance on a map. Two of
the items (Items 7 add 41) dealt with .
actually estimating distance, which
required students to have at least a
rough approximation of the meaning of
units of length; such as feet. Less than
20 percent of the total_ group made
reasonable estimates after instioctiOn,
although alinost twice this many (39
percent) indicated that pacing a dis-
tance was a procedure that could be
used to make such estimates. Three of
the items (Items 12, 16, and 23) dealt
with using a scale given on a map or
drawing to determine length or dis-
tance. Over one third of the total stu-
dent group proved successful on these
items on tposttest. -

A ran rq sample of students was
interviewed regarding their understand-
ing of Items 7, 12, and 16. On !ten; 7,
almost two thirds of the students inter-
viewed could correctly explain that a
Pace was a step. Only one in ten stu-
dents, however, knew howiong his pace
was. Less than half of those who mark-
ed the correct response answered cord
rectly what a pace was or how long

(Continued)
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'Measurement and Scale (Continued)
one was. For Item 12. the interviews
r e vta I ed that many students had no
notion of how to use the scale provided.
A number of those who marked the cor-
rect option said they just guessed, or
ttto uaht that the real boat could
thirty feet long. Some answered the
qUestion only in terms of the pictured
drawing and appeared to have no con-
cept of it as a scale drawing.

In the interviews, about two thirds'
of the students could actuelly trace on
Item 16 the route, from Caldwell to
Boise with a pencil. Of those who had

marked the correct response, only lien;
understood the use of the scale for
miles; the others guessed. A significant
finding was that one student in three
did not even undrstand the map
symbolism1which indicated where the
two cities were and the route between
them. Some traced beyond the two dots
signifying the cities; others did not
follow the road.

Table 20 indicates the percentOge
of students- in each lass, whose total
subtest score was more than or4.3 stan-
dard ,deviation above or below the total
group mean. Higgs performers on iris
basis obtained a scorsof 17 or more out
of 30 points, or more than three of the
six items correct. Low performers
obtained less than' three points, which
Meant answering leis than one complete
item correctly. (Partial credit was possi-
ble on two of the six items.)

TABLE 20
Subtest 2 (Measurement & Scale): Percent Choosing the Correct Response, by Clasi

Considering the six items as a sub-
test, 20 percent of the students
answered more than three of the six
Items correctly, while 18 percent -

'answered none iorrectly.Th us the level
. of performance on measurement and

scale was also quite low after instruc-
tion. The materials have been revised to
provide, a great deal more practice in
estimating and measuring very short dis-
tances. Revised activities begin at a
much more basic level on the use of a
ruler, and students are given many more
opportunities to measure short lengths
with it. The concept of scalerand prob-
lems dealing with scale, have been eliMi-
nated entirely from revised materials.
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Unit 1, Subtest 3, Temperature

See Table 21 fora summary of Sub-
test 3 statistic% the four items, keys,
and pre- and posttest results. Class-by-
class results are shown in Table 22.
Considering the general level of pert or.
mance on-individual items, three
fourths or more of the students answer
ed three of these four items correctly
before instruction. Except for Item 20
little, change in performance was noted.

. on the posttest.
One item (Item 3) assessed the stu-

dents' understanding of how to read a

TABLE 21
Sums ry Information for Subtest 3

Temperature
(four items)

This groUp of items measured:
--understanding of how to read a ther-

mometer (Item 3)
--awareness of where outihnr temperatures

are likely to be highest (Item 22)
--knowledge that dark colors absorb more

heat than 'Hitt colors (Item 11)
--recognition of a record of'outside

temperatures expressed as a graph
(Item 20) .

,Subtest Weighted Scores:

Weights Per Option
Item 1 2 3 4' 5 64

0
0
0
0 I

.3 , 0 5 0
11 1' 5 -

'20 5 0 -
22, 0 0 0 5

Subtest Statistics:

Maximum Possible score: 20
Range of Scores: 0-20

.Mean: 11.7
'Standard Deviation! 7

0
0
0

thermometer. it was answered correctly
by three fourths of the students on the
posttest, indicating no gain from pretest
responses. A second item (Item 22)
assessed awareness of where tempera-
tures are likely to be highest outdoors.
Again, three fourths of the students
responded correctly on the posttest,
and again thii represented no gain from
pretest responses. A third item (Item
11) assessed knowledge that dark colors
absorb more heat than light colors.
About two thirds of the students
answered this item correctly on the
posttest. The fourth item (Item 20)
assessed recognition of a record of out-
side temperatures expressed as a graph
and compared with a graph of indoor
temperatures. Almost four fifths of the
students answered this item correctly
on the posttest.

A fandom sample of students was
interviewed about their understanding
of Items 3, 11, and 20. Almost 40 per-
cent of the students interviewed could
correctly identify the Fahrenheit scale

3
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given in Item 3, as well as give a reason-
able explanation for answering the hem
as they did. In one out of,five cases, the
students acknowledged that they
simply guessed on the item. Of those
who marked the correct response for
Item.11, 40 pit-rent did not have any
idea of the concept that white reflects
heat, nor any memory of a science activ-
ity related to this idea -Thus, the results

(Continued)
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Temperature (Continual)
are an overestimate of itudent under-
standing of this concept. Item 20
involved a minimum of guessing on the
students' parts. They responded on the
basil that outside temperatures vary
wh tile inside temperatures remain the
same.. Other than noticing this differ-

, ence in the shapes of the Kaphs, most
students did not understand the graphs
and could not read them. Many could
not visually trace the points on the
graph to its scales for thetemperature
or he day.

'When this group of items was con-
sidered as a ubtest, the average was
determined as answering two of the
four Items correctly. Twenty' two. per-
cent of the students answered all four
items correctly; 17 percent answered

. none correctly (meah: 12,S.D.: 7, max-
imum score possible: 201. Table 22
shows the percontage of high -and low

'performers, by class. Coinpared to per-

f or mance on the other subtests, stu-
derlts were slightly more successful with
this group of items. Considering pretest
levels for this Aubtest, however, gains
from instruction were disappointing.
Several changes were made in the
related activities during revision.Where
there was one activity involving temper-
ature in the original materials, there are
now, four activities. One of the new
activities provides practice in reading a
thermometer; while two more proGide
many opportunities for students to use
the thermometers to measure tempeta-
tures. The fourth new activity on tem-
perature has been developed on reading
and making graphs, providing much
practice in this skill:

I

Subtest 3 (Temperature
TABLE 22'

t Percent Choosing the Correct Response, by Class
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Unit I, Subtest 4, Environmental
Comparisons

Table 23 contains a summary of
Subtest 4 statistics, items, keys, and.
pre-posttest results. Class-by-class
results are shown in Table 24. Ten items
were included in this subtest, and five
allowed partial credit for some, re-
sponses. Many of the ten items had a .

low level of correct response on the pre-
test and showed marked gains in correct
rem-wise on, the posttest. From half to
time fourths of the students made cor-
rect responses to individual items on the
posttest.

TABLE 23
Summary Information, for Subtest 4',

EnvirOnmental Comparisons
(ten item

.This group of items assessed:`
--the awareness of.how things are

affected or changed In an experiment
(Items 0, 9. 10)

--the recognition of concrete or
Intangible. near-at-hand or remote 4.
'features of the environment (Item 137

,--an understanding of the cateaories
living-nonliving (Items 19, 28)

--recognition of nonesientials'versus
necessities for life (Item 27)g,...,

--knowledge of human ,and plant needs
for life (Items 32 and 33),,

Subtest Weighted icOres;

Weights Per Option,
2 3 4 5 6

Three items (Items 8, 9, and 10)
were concerned with awareness of how
things are affected or changed .in an
experiment which the students had per-
formed. (The information assessed had
not been called for by the experiment,
however.) On the posttest, fromrone
half to three fourth of the studentsfourth

the appropri to responses. For
many classes this re sented a consid-t-
erable increase in correct responses. An'
Om requiring multiple responses (Item
13) asksied the recognition of concrete
or intangible, near-at-hand or remote
features as components of the environ-
ment. Fifty eight percent of the stu-
dents identified most or all of the items
as components of the environment on
the posttest, a dramatic increase over
pretest performance. Three items
(Items 19; 24, and 28) assessed an

4, ry0wro'w1141 ;VHS:EDS

Item

8
9

0 5 0; 0 -,' 0 0
5 0 0 J3 - 0 0.

10 0 '0 0 5 - 0 0

13 0' 1 3 3 5 5 0
'19 0 0 5 0 - 0 0
24 0 0 5 0 - 0 .0

27 0 3 .5 5 5, .0.- 0
28 5 3 - 0 0 0 `'. 0".: 0
32 5 5 4 t 3 0 0 10
33 5 5 5 4 3 ;0 '` 0

'Subtes Statistics:
,

Maximum passible score: 50'

Range of. Scores: 3.49

- Mean:: 28.4
'Standard Deviation: 11.7
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understanding of the categories living/-
nonliving. Two of these required simple
recognition of the categories, and on
these items, from two thirds to four
fifths of the students rponded cor-
rectly. However, only half of the stu
dents could supply the label living/-
nonliving to a set of items which
required this description.

'One item (Item 27) assessed recog-
nition of nonessentials es opposed to
nectsities for life. Thirty nine percent

,',of the students responded correctly to
this item, three times the pretest per-
centage of correct responses. Finally,
two items (Items 32 and 33) required
written 'responses listing human and

(Continued)'
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Environmental Comparisons (Contin,Jed)
.

needsneeds for life. From one half to
two thirds of the students responded
correctly on the posttest. I

Table 24,shows a summary of high
and low performers on, this subtest.

Q11,15Co s' e 'rig all ten items as a subtest, 17
per t f the students.in the total .

group answered eight or more of the 10
items, while 20 percent answered fewer
than four of the items (mean: 28, S.D.:
12,-maximum score possible: 50). The
I evel of posttest performance on this
subtest was relatively high, with the
average determined as answering more
than half of the items correctly. Individ-
ual classes demonstrated considerable
gains on various items as well. To
remedy some weaknesset, the revised
materials were given a great many more
directions and examples for categoriz-
ing, observing, and comparing things.
Revisions were made in the sequence of
instruction 'related to the concept of

Subtest 4

I iving/nonliving,.and changes were
made in the treatment of plant and ani-
mal needs for life.

In summary, the performarme on
25 measured items related to Unit I of
ME AND MY ENVIRONMENT was
low. There were evidences of learning
on some items, as indicated by gains
f rom pre- to nosttest scores, but the
overall results do not reflect levels of
learning considered acceptable by the
project staff. An increase in the number
of students understanding the key con-
cepts is sought in the extensive revision
of Unit I.
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Environmental Comparisons): Percent Choosing the Correct Response, by Class
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achievement test, 19 items related
instruction in the 21 activities of UnitiO
II, Part 1 (Unit HI in the revised edition) VI
were retained for analysis. These items,

'can be groUped into six categories by
topics (4ith topic numbers sequential 4:,:,f

r;$,Ito subtests in Unit I); 5) energy; 6) food
.nof
P.:4 chains ond webs; 7) food energy; 9)

weight and temperature; 9) raphing;
and 10) categorizing. As-i, e analysis
of Unit I items, it was considered most
appropriate to examine each item in
Unit II subtests individuallr,'1"enpf the if ill;

4r"1'T fl14 field test classeFs completed Unit:II r14-44;f
re re resent" in this anal s.ji'

Table 25 shows a summary of Sub.;
test 5 statistics followed by individual
items and their scoring keys, and the
'percentage of students in. the total
group who selected each option on the
pre- and pomett. Table 26 shows the
percentage of students by, class , who
chose the be resp,onse to each item.

Of the even iems related 'to
. energy, two items (Items 18 and 19)
assessed understanding that energy is

.

required to do work.' These two items
proved deceptively easy in that most
students could answer them prior to
instruction. Posttest .levels of correct
response were 91. and 85 . percent.

. (Continued)
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Energy (Continued)
_th A ncolier item (Item 211-assessed

A awareness that the higher the tem-
perature ot a liquid, the more work it
can do. Only 40 percent of the students
knew this on the posttest.%

Two Items proved quite difficult
lot students. One of them (Item 28)
assessed the recobnition thiags
,t.:,ritaining stored energy. Almost none
of the students answered this item suc-
cessfully. The other (item 121 assessed
the knowledge that living things ulti-
mately get their energy from the sun.
Less than one fifth of the students were
able to answer th is item correctly on the
posttest, representing no Change from
responses on the pretest. Neither of

12.
t1,4 ..,F,41 cio of 714.,1 1%1.

4!(!.Pt 's:04.1 0411 v4 4146
1101 IR. I07 14 14,, 4r3 To vino
Trt,

3'4 :lent

Na. tat

n, ant a

these items assessed specific points of
learning from direct instruction.
Instead they required studentCto se

the implications or make i ferences
about what had been presented in class.
In the revision both of these conceptS
were judged to be peripheral to the
major thrust of the unit, and noatempt
was made to devise activities to teach
this informatioryt

The remaining two items in this
subtest (Items 9 and 31) assessed the
knowledge that food %. tie body's
)ounce of energy. From half to two
thirds of the students were able to
answer these items correctly on the
posttest, representing considerable
gains from pretest scores.

Table 26 indicate, 'he perctage
of students Keach bass whose total
subtest score was-more than one stan-
dard deviation above or below the total
group mean. This,table shows the per-
centage of high performers (answering
more than five items cotteCtiv) and low

9.
*op o. ny "lemurs TILL Km oto foM on cimsyr

Mb mix a Ma Onla,
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at
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TABLE 26
Subteft 5 (Energy): Percent Choosing the Correct Response, by Class

performers (answering fewekthan three
items correctly). Note that/ii was Possi-
ble to earn partial credition Item 28.

Considering all of theseitems as a
subtest, 14 percent of illie students
answered more than five itgins correctly
on the posttest, while 20 percent
answered fewer than three items cor-
rectly (mean: 18.5, S.D.: 7, maximum
scam possible: 35).

In only one class were one third or
more of the students able to answer
more than five items correctly. How-
ever, if one discounts the two quite dif-
ficult ms which were not a part of
direct in ction, the average perfor-
mance on this subtest was at the rela-
tively high level of more than three of
the five remaining items answered
correctly. Revisions of the materials
included breaking activities into smaller
steps, experience with more forms of
energy, and some practical applications
of the idea that theigher the tempera-
ture, the more energy is present. The
section of activities relating to food as
the body's source of energy.was
expanded with additional activities on
the energy values of var:ous foods. A
game was developed called "The Fuli
and Healthy Game" dealing' with bal-
anced diets and-daily food and energy
requirements.
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Unit I I, Subtest 6, Food Chains

Several of the topic areas into
which Unit 11 items were diyided con-
tain only one or two items. riiibch case;
the label "subtest" has still been
applied; however, the small number of
items precludes much analysis as a sub-
test. This subtest contains two items.
See Table 27 for relevant statistics,
items, and results. Table 28 shows per-
formance by class and also reports suc-
cess of individual students in respond-
ing to both items.

One item (Itef-n 6) dealt with the
ability to identify the appropriatlinks
in a feed chain. Only 10 permit of the
students were able to' draw arrows to
link the organisms approodately in a
simple food chain. The other item (Item
14) dealt with the recognition of the
term "food web" as the appropriate
term to describe the interrelationships

(Continued)
TABLE 27

,
Summary Information for Subtest 6

Riod Chains and Webs
(two item)

This pair oeitents assessed: '2 7
Ability to identify the appropriate

links a'food chain (Item 6)
--the recognition of the tens 'food

web. for the interrelationships of
a number of living things, (Item 14)

Subtest bitighted Scores:

Weights Per Option
2 3 44 5 6
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Food Chains (Continued)
of a number of living things. About half
of the students correctly related the
term to an illustration of a food web on
the posttest. Considering both items as
a t, only eight percent of the stu-,
dents nswPred more than one item
correctly, while 42 percent answered
neither item. In five of the ten classes,
one third or more of the students were
unsuccessful in 'answering either item
(mean: 3, S.D.: 3, maximum score
possible: 10).

c

A number of additions and revi-
sions of the materials have been made in
order to establish the concepts more
effectively. In what is now Unit Ill, a
new activity deals with what various
animals eat. A food cha"in game has been
revised to provide experiences in linking
animals to thingstthat they eat and ulti-
mately to the sun. More experience
related to food webs has been proVided
in several other activities. A new picture
booklet deals with the interrelation-
ships of plants and animals in an eco
system, although "ecosysteln" is. not
used in, the materials: In Unit IV, eight

activities' tia4 been developed relating,.
to food ;:hains and webs and the interre-
lationships of plants and animals in an
ecosystem. This sequence of activities
attempts to tie these relationships more
closely tc the students' own lives.

TABLE 28
Subtest 6 (food Chains and Webs): Percent Choosing the Correct Response, by 'Class

Field Test Classes
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Unit It, Subtest 7, Food Energy

Five items were included in this
subtest. Three of the items allowed par-
tol credit for some responses. The two
items which students found most ..liffi-
cult required a written response. See
Table 29 for a summary of subtest sta-
tistics. Items, and responses. Table 30
reports results by class

Three of the items (Items 2,8,and
24) assessed the knowledge that plants
make their own food from sunlight and
other materials. One of these three"
items (Item 2) reqtiired the students to
state that plants make their own food or
that they need air, water, soil, and sun
ligh`t to get their food. One fifth of the
students stated this on the posttest,
whereas only one percent CIPP10 do so
on the pretest. On the other two of
these three :terns, about one half of the
students marked a response that sun-
'light was the plant's source of energy,
and that plants could change the sun's
energy into food energy.

(Continued)

a

I

TABLE*29
SuniaarlInformation for Subtest 7

Food Energy
(five ,items)

this gra:4 of liens measured:
the knowledge that plants make their

own food from sunlight and other
materials Mens 2.'8, 24)1 .

the understanding that plants are the
Ultimate source of all food for all
living things1(items.l'ind,15)

-Subtest Weighted',Scores:,

, Weights Pi
Item I 2134 5 6

'1 I I.. I i 3 5O, 0
2 l-3 '-5 0
8 0 '0 0 - 0 " 0

:-)IS 0 5 0 0 0 0
24 0 0, 5 , 0 0'
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Food Energy (Continued)
The remaining two items in this

subtest (Items 1 and 15) assessed the
understandirg that plants are the ulti-
mate source of all food for all living
things, and that without plants We
would die. Only six percent of the stu-
dents expressed this answer in written
form on Item 1; however, halt of the

'students were able to identify giants as
the things that the animals depended
upon in Itern1-15, an illustration of a
food web.
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Table 30 reports the results by class
for all five items combined. It shows the
percentage of students who4 perfor-
mance was highlmore than three items
correct) or low (fewer than two items
correct).

Considering the five items as a sub-
test, 10 percent of the students answer-
ed more than three of the items correct-
ly, while 15 percent answered fewer
than two items correctly (mean: 11,
S.D.: 6, maximum Ate possible: 25).
One third of the students in two of the
classes were high performers on this
subtest. Overall, the level of perfor-
mance was reasonable considering the
difficulty of the concepts.

A series of plant experiments were
used to communicate many of the ideas
in this su6test; these experiments have
been considerably revised. The
sequence of the materials has also been
changed, in revision. 1

TABLE 30
Subtest 7 (Food.Emergy): Percent Choosing the Correct Response. by Class

Field Test Classes
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Unit 11, Subtest 8, Weight and
Temperature

Two items were included in this subtest.
One of the items (Item 23) assessed an
understanding of how a balance should
be used. The othe item (Item 30)-
served to educate students' general
understanding of what numbers in the
Fahrenheit scale mean. As in all sub-
tests, no attempt was made to fully
assess student understanding. Instead
these two items merely sampled under-
standings of measurement anckserved as
indicators rather than an inventory of
what had been learned. Table 31 sum
marizes subtest statistics, and TabWe32
shows student performance on th
items combined, by den.

In only three classes did more than
two thirds of. the class succeed on Item
23, understanding the balance. On Item
30, room temperature, less than half the
total group gave the correct response. In
two classes, however, more than two
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thirds of the dass were successful. Item
30 was drawn from science items used
in the 1970 National Assessment of

nide- and 13 ear old national sample
Educational 7ogress." Results ft)! the

are shown on the item. As can be noted,
the response of the 13- to 14-yeaf-old
EMH field test group resembles the
vesponse of nine-yeir-c-id normal chil-
dren on this item.

Considering ihe two items together
as en index to student understanding of
measurement, about one third of the
total (group of students answered both
Items correctly, while one fifth answer.
ed (ither item correctly. For perfor-
mance by dass, one third or more of the
students in live classes were high poi-
formers, while about one third of the
students in two' adasses were unsuccess-
ful. In only two classes were students
predominantly successful on ,these
items with no students unsuccessfill.

to the revised materials, to save the
lime spent constructing balances, an
inexpensive commercial, balance has
been selected; more time is devoted to
learning to read the balance and to
measuring different things. °

TABLE 32
Subtest 8 (Weight and Temperature): Percentage Choosing the Correct Response. by Class

Field Test Classes
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1

Unit II, Sulttest 9, Graphing

While veveral items had been con-
structed to assess a student's under-
standing of graphing, defects in some of
the items reduced the usable number of
items to one. This item, drawn from
science items used in the 1970 National
Assessment of Educational Programs,
assezed the ability to recognize the cor-
rect graphing of three items of inform,-
lion. Results are shown on the item for
the total group in this field test and for
the nine-year-oldgroup sampled in the
National Assessment study. Table 33
shows percentage of students by dass
choosing the best response to this item.

Sixty seven percent of the group
correctly answered the item on the
posttest, representing little tyange from
the pretest. This result for 13- to 14-
year-old children was dearly above the
performance of nine-year-old normal
childreri in the National Assessment
sample. It is probably not Mud) below
what normal 13-year-old children can
do. For four field test dasses, about
four out of five students answered the
item correctly; half the students in
three other classes were unsuccessful.-

These results reflected a modet-
, ately high level of understanding. How;
ever, items in Sub tests 1 and 3 indicated
student difficulty with graph interpre-
tation. Since graphs are used in various
activities in the materials to summarize
and compare data; it was considered
necessary to develop more fully the
concept of graphir.g. Anew activity has

;ntetABLE 33
Subtext 9 (Graphing): Perc geThoosing the Correct Response, by Class

been
and reading graphs of various

n devised which provides practice in
gra
kinds. Other activities which use graphs
were expended to provide more empha-
sis on the graphing process itself.
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Unit II, Subtest 10, Categorizing

(This subtest consisted of two items
which involved not only the process'of
grouping things but an understanding of
specific concepts. Dne item (Item 7)
assessed whether students recognized
seeds as living things. The other (Item
35) required selection of a balanded
meal from four pictured menus:Table
34 shows a summary of subtest statis-
tics. Table 35 shows the percentage of
students by class who those the best
response to each item.

TABLE 34
Information for Subtest 10

Categorizing:'
(two I teas)

-7hii'grovp *Cities assessed:
'recoggitioe that seeds are Hying
,F.f things (Item 7)

of, a balanced neaft(ItOOT.),

wzA,
Subtest.,11eighted Scores:

17 Nitdeights' Per Option

.n,:gr!. 0 , O ' $ wto
Subtist Statistics:,),

,400:g ky,;1,-)4veliftespossibleescore:,,,

10
, Range of Scores: 0-10;;;;,'
.Mean:'
Standard Deviation:. '7.2

These two items were answered
-correctly by approximately half of the
field test group. No class stood out
above the others in performance on
dime items. About one tAird of the stu-
derits in the total group answered both
items correctly. In interviews about
Item 35, only one in four students (ori a

random simple) gave a reason for mak-
ing their answer the way they did and
explained what a' balanced meal was. '

The others either indicated the meal
was one they' liked to eat, that it gave
them energy, or that tlwe was more of
it, and soon:

In the revised materials, a "Full and
Healthy Game" was created to develop
the concept of a balanced diet. An activ-
ity was also added which requires/stu-
dents to grow plants from seeds.

In Summary, performance as
measured by the .19 items related to
Unit II of ME AND MY ENVIRON-
MENT was moderate. In six of the
classes one third or more of thistudints
were highly successful on at least one of
the subtests. Considerable revision of
Unit II materials should'result in both a
higher level of, success and a greater
number of students experiencing a jus-
tifiable degree of success.
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